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Is Left Disposition of Curtis

RHYTHM RAMBLERS

Pick One

WE WANTERKNOW!

BLINDFOLDED!

read that “Daniel Wilkenson was

You can pick a drug store from
thr phone directory and br «ure of
Setting onr of these four things—
High Quality. Loa* Prirrs. Depends*
bllity and Service. But. when you
want all four at the onr time, come
to the Corner Drug Store

Hr that turneth from the road
to rescue another turneth toward
his goal; he shall arrive by the
footpath of mercy; Ood will be
his guide.—Henry van Dyke.

In Dad's diary of Nov. 20. 1885. I
hanged at Thomaston prison this

A MONTPELIER EXHIBIT

noon for the murder of Policeman

Montpelier Home Industries League
held a meeting at Montpelier Wed
the very last." What year was capi nesday, July 31. Mrs Rena Bowles.
tal punishment abolished in, Maine, Home Industries Specialist, helped
and when did the last hanging occur with plans for an exhibit to be held
at Thomaston?
Boze.
Aug. 16 to 20.
Davies (?) at Bath; he was game to

61.25 PETROLAGER. All Nos. J
1.00 CREAM OF NVJOL,

.1

55 MEADS PABLl'M.

X

1.00 S. T. 37 SOLUTION,

.1

50 Tube NOR. UNGl’ENTINE 5»
.35 SUN TAN OIL,

CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER
In Her Original Character Sketches

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
TUESDAY, AUGUST 6

1.00 MAX FACTOR PROD
UCTS.

LARGE 10c COCA COLAS WITH
ICE. Sc

LUCKY NUMBER
CONTEST
.Every Friday night we give
away onr round trip bus ride
ticket to Boston, one one-way
(rip to Boston, and one ticket to
thr Strand Theatre. Be Snre to
get your coupon with every 50c
* purchase

67 YEARS OF
FILLING PRESCRIPTIONS

♦
»
*
*
•

TICKETS. 55c TO 62.2#, TAX INCLUDED
Mall orderi accompanied by cash or money order now being filled at
box Office, Camden Opera House

Thia is thr samr performance that is selling out at 53.00 top at
Bar Harbor

SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY

KNOX LODGE, NO. 29, I. 0. 0. F.
MONDAY EVENING, AUG. 5-B. P. M.
I. O. O. F. HALL, SCHOOL ST.
G. M. ALBERT E. LIBBY of Portland, and Grand Officers of othrr
I. O. O. F. Branches will be present
92-93

CORNER Z
P 6(1(1/ IP non DOUCCHTi
PH0HHT8 POCKIAMD

M'LOON’S

FEATHER BEDS
Now It the time to have your Feather
Red made Into Mattresses and Pillows
Also Hair Mattremes made over.
If interested drop a postal to
A. F. IRELAND
P. O. BOX 63
THOMASTON. ME.
88-89*91-92

TONIGHT

LLOYD RAFNELL
AND HIS

GEORGIANS
1.30 to 16.30.

NEWS FLASH!
Direct From Rockland's

Newest
Clothing Establishment

UNITED MOTORS SERVICE ANALYSIS

Men and Young Men

If your car is suffering don't just “nurse” it along.

And .Save through lark of Middle
man's Profit
OUR NEW

BECAUSE

Offers you thr season's newest and
finest materials In

Cut “hospital charges” in half.
The “clinics” we run,

At prices that will well afford your
earliest inspection

Leave nothing undone,
And, the “sickest” of motors soon “laugh.”

SUITS
$18.50 up

Finest Equipment East of Portland

With Try On
Select your own fabrics:
Our Tailors Will Assure You
Prompt Service and Perfect Fit

‘DOCTOR” ALWAYS ON DUTY

OP THE

ROCKLAND LOAN
AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
Rockland, Maine
The provisions of Section 48 Chap
ter 57. Banking Laws require the
State Banking Department to verify
pass books of depositors In savings
banks, savings depositors In trust
companies and shareholders' books of
loan and building associations at
least ones every three years. The
regular verification at the above
named loan and building association
is now being made by the Banking De
partment. and. for the sole purpose
of correcting errors or omissions you
are requested to bring your book, or
send, bv mall. TO THE LOAN AND
BUILDING ASSOCIATION promptly
Verification closes August 3. 1885.
DO NOT SEND YOUR SHAREHOLD
ERS' BOOK TO THE STATE BANK
ING DEPARTMENT.

THOMAS A COOPER
Bank Commlsaloner.
Augusta. Maine July 22. 1935.
88. 89. 91. 92

In stork and made to measure
To the first person bringing to our store the complete set of
ten "Diizv Rhymes” being run each Thursday in thia paper, we
will give a Free Wash, a Free Grease Job and Free Oil Change.
Watch for these rhymes.

176 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
71-tf 1

STEAMSHIP UNIS
MnIM MftO

lit *Wv*flC*

* PASSENGER FARE
One way $4.70
Round trip $7.6$
• Regular .ailing* fo Beaton Tues

“Bring in that Odd Coat; We Can
Match It”

MODERN
SPORTWEAR
CO.
615 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR

North East

Auto-Lite

days, Thursday* and Sunday* at

9:45 P. M.i due Boston 8 A. M.
ing.

Stateroom* aa low aa 81.50.

dpp/y

ROCKLAND WHARF, Tat. Reehtand US

Opp. Rankin Block

Delco-Remy

Complete Stock of Parts

Latest Test and Repair Equipment

DANCING TONIGHT

Operated by Factory Trained Mechanics

CRESCENT BEACH PAVILION
92* it

With Technical Information From Manufacturers

Eliminates Guess Work

+

+
+

PRESENTING

—MARINE—

A SPLENDID SUMMER VALUE

Starter and Generator Repairs a Specialty

We are showing in our southern window a beautiful
Three-Piece Bedroom Suite, Maple Finish—Bed,
Dresser, Double-deck Chest of Drawers, splendidly
made, charmingly styled at—

Prices Right
All Work Guaranteed—Send Them In

$55.00

Our New FLOW-METER will show you your exact

If it is low we can correct it

WE BUY

OLD GOLD

$2.00 up

EASTERN

next day. All times Daylight Sav

gas mileage.

Ckr'nJ7w§L£“ieU

BOSTON
VIA

TROUSERS

Children's Work a Specialty

NOTICE
TO SHAREHOLDERS

ACCOMPANIED BY PASSENGER

SUITS, SPORTCOATS
AND TROUSERS

)R. CHAS. N. THURLOW

Ifflce Hours 8.00 to 5.30
Tel. 611-M
420 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
r-tf

NT SIZI
AUTOMOBILE

“Made to Measure Dept.”

Our “»urgeon-in-chief” and his staff,

Admission Me

with
DR. E L STRATTON

All persons who paid fares on
Steamer Castine June 8 may receive
their money back by mailing requests
prior to Sept 14 to S. A. Rackllff,
secretary Llmerock Valley Pomona,
South Thomaston. Maine.—adv,
92-94

Buy Your Clothes
Direct From Factory

Bring it to our “doctor”

OAKLAND PARK
DANCING
THURS. and SAT.

LATEST

MOST MODERN EQUIPMENT

This is truly a splendid value
i

M100N SALES & SERVICE

♦❖

JOHN B. ROBINSON
FURNITURE
CHISHOLM BLOCK

HAS AMBITIOUS PLANS

President Carl R. Gray Will Address Temple Hall Fish Commissioner Feyler Wants $100,000 From
Uncle Sam For Propagation
Gathering Of Chest Workers

The Campaign for Rockland's re
ing the baseball prize for the Knox organized Community Chest will
County League. X find that I had begin with a monster mass meeting
unwittingly done a real Injustice to at Temple hall Monday evening at
the board of directors of the League. 7 30 o'clock. The chief speaker will
When I wrote my statement, I did be President Carl R Gray of the
not know, and had not been in Union Pacific Railroad and there will
also be special music. The general
formed. that they existed. In former
committee and all team captains and
years when the prize was given there members are expected to attend this
was no such board and no central meeting. The public Is Invited
league
organization.
My
only
Mrs Mary E Southard is chairman
thought In naming a Knox County of the women’s division which will
League Commission was to create an solicit every residence in the city dur
Independent and Impartial body ing the balance of the week following
which could control the situation re Monday night's meeting. Assisting
garding professionalism In
the Mrs Southard will be the following
ward captains: 1. Mrs. Kate Derry:
League.
Now that I know that the League 2. Mrs Lucy Rankin; 3. Mrs. Mabel
has its own board of directors, my McLoon; 4. Miss Caroline A. Little
suggestion of a Commission Is un field; 5. Mrs. Katherine deRochenecessary, for the Board consists of mont; 0 Miss Katherine Keating; 7,
Just the type of fair and Impartial Mrs. Vivian Hewett. Each ward cap
men whom I had In mind and they tain will have nine workers.
Knott C Rankin Is chairman of the
are in a position fully to carry out
men's division and will be in charge
my original purpose.
of the solicitation In all offices, stores
I therefore withdraw my sugges
and manufacturing places. He will
tion regarding the Commission and
make my offer of the prize direct to
i agree that It Is willing to contend
the board of directors of the Knox
j for the prize under such rules as the
County League I have already met
| Board now has or may hereafter
with them and they have accepted
j establish. This should prevent any
my offer, on the condition that the
possible misunderstanding that might
teams in the League continue on the
arise.
amateur basis which I defined gen
The Board has also pointed out to
erally In my statement published In
me the great difficulty It would have
your paper last Thursday. I am
In choosing one player from the
happy to leave the matter In their
whole League to receive the 650
hands to work out under such rules
prize as the most valuable player.
as they think will best preserve the
They felt, and I agree with them,
spirit of the prize, and I express to
that It would be better If this prize
them my regret that through a pure
could be divided so that the Board
misunderstanding 1 appeared to dis
might select and reward the most
regard their position.
valuable player on each team In the
I would appreciate it If each team
League. I think the Board's sugges
In the League would, through Its
tion is excellent, but as 650 will not
manager, write to the board and
go very far among four players, I
would like to make this prize 6100 so
FOR SALE
that the player selected from each
team as the most valuable will re
SWEET PEAS AND
ceive
625 If the Board thinks well
BOUQUETS
of this. I hope these Individual prizes
C. A. VOSF
TEL. 150-11
can be awarded at the same time as
Brooklyn Heights.
Thomaston the main prize of 6250 to the winning
team.
Curtis Bok.
Rockport. July 31.

DIZZY RHYMES OF BUSY TIMES

Issue

Volume 90.....................Number 92.

THRU CENTS A COPT

MONDAY NIGHT’S MEETING

Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable in
Bok Prizes—A Misunder
advance; single coplea three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion aid very reasonable
standing
NEWSPAPER H1STORT
The Rockland Oaaette was established
In ISM In 1874 the Courier was estab Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
lished and consolidated with the Oaaette
Following the publication c>f my
In 1882. The Free Preae was established
In 1855 and In 1801 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated statement last Thursday about reviv
March 17. 1897

Thursday

TEL. 811

ROCKLAND, MAINE

be assisted by five team captains who
will each have ten members on their
teams
Beginning Tuesday noon and con
tinuing every noon during the re
mainder of the week luncheon-report
meetings will be held at Temple hall
promptly at 12.15, There will be no
charge for these luncheons which will
be provided and served by the ladles
of the various churches In Rockland
The abandonment of Community
Cheat during the last few years has
resulted In the agencies which for
merly comprised the Chest, getting
Into serious financial difficulties. To
provide for all of the agencies In the
Crest. Including The Salvation Army,
back for the first time In years, the
sum of 65000 Is absolutely necessary.
This Is the smallest amount which
has ever been sought but will
provide for the Home for Aged Wom
en. the Red Cross, The Salvation
Army, a small amount for the Boy
Scouts and a limited amount for the
new roof on the O A R Memorial
building. There will be no other
Campaigns this year.

WORKED A YEAR
Wide Section Combed For

Rare 1 Antiques

To

Be

Shown At Camden
Those interested In antiques, have
an exciting experience In store at
Camden when the Penobscot Bay

Upon the Intricate mechanism of ly 6100.000 would go directly Into the
the PWA administration hinges new workers.
Oov. Brann has taken this matter
hopes for the expansion of the
up In Washington and It Is believed
Maine fishing Industry and for a new that the PWA will grant the neces
era of prosperity for the fishermen. sary funds In the near future.
From the offices of Rodney E. Feyler,
Commissioner Feyler Is completing
Commissioner of Sea and Shore plans to carry out the program Im
Fisheries today It was learned that mediately upon authorization IX this
Is received.
an effort to obtain over $100,000 of
The fishermen of Maine are urged
Federal money for the propagating by the Commissioner to write their
and rearing of lobsters, clams, scal Congressman demanding that this
lops and quahogs along the coast of money be granted. It will mean •
Maine showed very hopeful signs of new lease of life for these hard
working, hard pressed men who earn
being successful. "If this plan goes
their living from the sea, according
through, and I have every reason to to Mr. Feyler. The beds should be
believe it will," said Commissioner come In a state of virgin abundance
Feyler, “It will place the fishing In In a short time and will do away
dustry back where It was 20 years with the discouraging task of haul
ing empty traps and drags and com
ago and will enable fishermen to cope
ing home with empty pockets.
with foreign competition.”
This program has been one of
The program as outlined by the Commissioner Feyler's favorite ef
Commissioner calls for the erection forts since he took office. Aa opera
of a rearing plant for lobsters to cost tor of a large retail and wholesale
610.000. The building will measure fish business as well as the Commis
sioner he has had a long and thor
100x50 feet, two stories high. It will
ough opportunity to study the situa
be equipped at a cost of 66.000 and tion and prescribe for Its treatment.
the annual operation of this plant He has welcomed the co-operation
will cost 64.000 for four months. and advice of the fishermen and be
Thirty thousand dollars will be spent lieves that one of the PWA’s most
for the purchase of seed lobsters. valuable contributions to the welfare
The depleted scallop beds would be of the people would be the Immedi
propagated with 630.000 worth of seed ate granting of this money.
bivalves brought In from Oeorges
The benefits, like those of most
Banks. Another 530.000 would be projects, would not be derived only
spent for elam and quahog seed and through the money spent on actual
the planting of them. The cost of fulfilling of the program but for
this program would be approximate | years to come by one of the hardest
ly 6110.000 and It would furnish work pressed classes of working people In
for many men. Of this amount near I America.

Antique Loan Exhibition Is held
Aug. 12-17. For this exhibition a
committee of the region's best known
citizens under the general chairmanmanship of Mrs Edward W Bok has
been working for a year combing the
STORY OF THE JEWS 1 dependence went back to those fun
entire district for rare and lovely
damental principles.
furniture, glass, china, pewter, silver
The Jews, under the laws laid down
As
Told
To
Rockland
Lions
and other p’eces dear to the l eart of
by Moses, were to have become a
the collector.
Yesterday By Eloquent
mingling
race.
carrying
Ideals
The community spirit at Camden
Warrer.
Pastor
throughout the world, but, accord
has now enlisted Its residents In the
ing to the speaker they failed time
search of antiques of rare beauty and
The Rockland Lions Club yesterday and time again, and Moses prophecy
In their most effective and artistic
display As separate entitles In the heard one of Knox County's deserved that they should be persecuted be
exhfcltlon will be an early American ly popular orators, Rev H. I. Holt, came a reality. Thee became a by
Farm Room, an Early American pastor of the Congregational Church word a hlsssn; and an astonlghmrnt.
i In Warren. In presenting him Col.
The nation with the emblem of
Bedroom, Sheraton. Hepplewhlte and
[ Oould. chairman of the entertain- the eagle fulfilled what Moses had
Chippendale In Eighteenth Century
l ment committee, told of his thrice promised. The Jew wanted to be like
bedTooms. drawing rooms and dining
being in"lted to deliver the Memorial the rest of the world, and the time
rooms, a Duncan Phyfe dining room,
Day ora',.,n ‘n Rockland - in Itsc’f a came when he was no lorger willing
a Victorian parlor etc.
high tribe e.
, to be Democratic. "He got his King,"
Each afternoon at 3 recognized au
Mr. Hoff's subject was "The Anti said the speaker, “but he also got his
thorities will give informal talks on
Semetlc Movement,” the story of the medicine " Nations came which were
the following subjects' Monday. Aug
Jew—his persecution an his persist 1 hlr peraecuto-s
12. Homer Eaton Keyes. "Common
The Jews were carried Into cap
ent hope—condensed Into Ita essen
Sense In Collecting;" Tuesday. Aug.
tial through the necessity of a half- tivity and sold as slaves. They were
13. Harold Donaldson Bberleln. "Co
hour's delivery.
driven Into tns Ghettos where they
lonial Furniture;" Wednesday. Aug.
There were Bible students among meditated on idealism. Some day.
14. Oeorge S. McKearin. “Early
his listeners, but none answered the by thinking, literature, politics and
American Olass;” Thursday. Aug 15.
query with which Mr. Holt prefaced economics, they will come Into their
Nina Pletcher Little. "Early English
his treatment of this timely subject— own; they will have have their own
and Chinese Pottery and Porcelain
“What are the boundaries of the cities and their own land. Because
for the Early Republic;" Friday. Aug.
land of Promise?"
of the type of their organization the
16. Mrs. William Oreig Walker.
The ':neet New Deal ever put across Government has never been able to
"Pressed Glass;" Saturdav, John
was found in the rules laid down bv take a census of the Jews.
Weber. "Silver and Pewter.”
"The Zionist movement will have
the leader Moses, according to Mr.
An elaborate catalogue of the ex
lullness." said
Holt. It. solved the economic sltua- to be developed to
hibition. Itself an important reference
tlon by eliminating graft greed and Mr Holt. “The Idea is to become or
handbook for collectors Is In course
selfishness The Declaration of In- ganized all over the world and to get
of preparation Not the least im
a national home. And they're going
portant feature Is that the owner
to have It. They have spent millions
ship of the various pieces Is not to be
In the land of promise. They are go
disclosed thus not only preventing the
ing to control the grain output and
GETS FEDERAL JOB
Inconvenience of dealer importunities
their mineral resources around the
but permitting the exhibits to speak
Dead 8ea are estimated as high as
for themselves as art of the highest
$40 000.000.000.
type.
The Jews have intense mentality;
A meeting of the executive commit
they are Intensely loyal to their Ideals;
tee was held July 29 at the home of
they are going to control the land
Mrs. Edward J. Cornells second vice
of Promise and are going to give the
president of the exhibition. O-eat
right kind of law to all the world.”
satisfaction was expressed In the re
The singing yesterday took some
port of the ticket committee to the
queer quirks. The Lions stood with
effect that well over 100 transferable
out hitching while Park Worrey and
weekly tickets had been sold. In ad
Mark Chandler did a very creditable
dition a tremendous response has
duet, but broke and fled when the
been Indicated In the single day ad
quartet was switched on.
mission tickets.
The ticket committee headed by
Read ‘The Manager's Sale” adver
Mrs. 8tillman Kelley of Camden. Is
tisement on Page 7, this Issue. This
being assisted by the following local
Is the great money saving event on
committee: At Camden. Miss Doug
foods for the year of the A. * P.
lass Ortbbe! who has as her commit
Stores—adv.
tee. Barbara Hutchins Mildred Hub
bard. Peggy Hebbard. Isabel Henry.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Betty Orfcbel. Kitty Orfcbel Dotha
Seavems Betsy Ross Helen Watson,
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to resd some poetry
Nancy Krementz and Mrs. Fowler
and listen to some music at least once
Miss Jessie Hosmer Is also heading
Donald Merriam, son of Mr. and a week The loss of these tastee la a losa
of happlneae.—Charles Darwin.
a Camden committee assisted by Mar Mrs Parker Merriam of Owl’s Head,
ODE ON SOLITUDE
tha Borland. Angela Taylor. Betty pulled a nice plum from one of Uncle
Happy the man. whose wish and care
Sailer, Jean Singleton. Barbara Sam's trees Tuesday when he re
A few paternal acres .bound.
Chamberlain. Dotha Seaverns and ceived a federal appointment as
Content to breathe hla native air
In hla own ground.
Margaret Wysong.
8tate youth director for the W.P.A
Whose
herds with milk, whoae field*
At Belfast. Mrs. William V Pratt in Maine. He will work in co-opera
with bread.
and Mrs. Ralph M. Johnson are In tion with the newly appointed W.P.A.
Whose flocks supply him with attire;
Whose trees In summer yield him
charge of ticket sales. At Rockport. State director. Albert Abrahamson,
shade.
,
Mrs. Doris Oraffam. At Thomaston, who Is to have headquarters In Port
In winter fire.
Miss Katherine Creighton. At Rock land. Merriam graduated with hon
Bleat, who can unconoerndly find
days, and years, elide soft away
land, Oeorge Blaney.
ors from Rockland High School, and Hours
In health of body, peace of mind.
A leaflet fully descriptive of the for higher education attended BowQuiet by day.
various exhibits and listing the doln College and Harvard Graduate
8ound aleep by night: study and eaaa
Together mlxt. sweet recreation.
speakers who *7111 lead the informal School. He afterward served as in
And Innocence, which most does
talks at 3 o'clock each afternoon can struction in French at Harvard His
please
With meditation.
be secured from the local committee career has been one of steady and
Thus let me live, unseen, unknown;
or from A. E Whltehill, chairman of brilliant progress. The above por
Thus unlamented let me die;
publicity committee. Whitehall Inn, trait was made when he graduated Steal from the world, and not a atone
Tell where I lie.
Camden.
from Rockland High School.
—Alexander Pope,

t.
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RACE IS NARROWING

"OUT TO GET HIM"

THRFE-TIMX8-A-WEFK

Lewiston Sun Says Demo
cratic Leaders Are After
Honor thy father and thy mother:
that thy days may be long upon the
"Our Carl's" Scalp
land whlcn the Lord thy God glveth
thee-Exod 20:12.

HIS BOYHOOD HOME

The presence of the Lindbergh
family at their North Haven summer
home and the occasional arrival of
the Colonel by airflight creates an
association with these parts of the
Maine coast that lend to it no small
distinction.
Our
people, while
respecting the privacy of the vacation
period .are proud to see these names
listed with the summer colony. In
the general connection is the append
ed article reprinted from the New
Orleans Times-Picayune:
Restoration of Colonel Charles A.
Lindbergh's boyhood home at Little
Palls. Minn . has been undertaken by
civic organisations there who plan
its dedication as a "national shrine.”
This undertaking follows its designa
tion in 1931 as a “state park " In
1927. the vear in which the young
aviator became a national hero over
night. the old home stood untenanted
and its grounds unkept—Just another
"empty house'* to strangers and
townsfolk alike. It became a local
showplace whet) the bov who used to
live there landed his plane in Paris
after his solo flight across the Atlan
tic Now it is to be restored equipped
with such “original Lindbergh furni
ture" as can be found, and nominated
for national ahrlnedom to celebrate
the exploit which brought world fame
eight years ago to a yo^ng American
who is only J8 today.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August I, 1935

Page Jwfl

Camden and Thomaston Leaders In Race For
Curtis Bok Prize

(Lewiston Sun)
There arc so many sore spots in
the Democratic party that it is very
ed with an easy out when Pease
Coining Games
doubtful If Oov. Brann will consider
Tonight—Thomaston at Camden. ' grounded to the alert Plalsted. I.
1 running for a third term, unless the
Simmons whacked the ball Into the
Friday—Rockland at St. George.
sttuatic n improves beyond the hope
Saturday (4 p m.)—Vinalhaven at daisies for a double and scored on
J Of party leaders. A few months ago,
St. George (exhibition game).
Monaghan's single. The latter was
t jt was reported that he was seriousSaturday (4 p mJ—Ault-Wllliam- forced at second when Smallr..
i jy considering trying for another
sen team of Lewiston at Camden
hit to Bennett. Maurice Simmons
term, but in the passing weeks so
Sunday—Camden at Thomaston
singled and rode home in company
many things have happened, that
• • • •
wlth Smalley when C. Mackie
right now the outlook Is not so en
The League Standing
knocked the ball to the right field
couraging.
•Nobody has yet appeared to halt boundary. Mackie was left on third
One in close touch with the Gov- the forward march of Manager
when Lord nlftily tossed Wiley out at
| ernor stated Saturday, that if the
Maynard's Camden team, yet it Is
first.
i Governor should do Just what he only one full game ahead of Thom
There was no scoring on either side
| would like to do, he would run
aston. The figures:
after the seventh inning.
against Congressman Moran for the
W L
PC
The game was somewhat lacking
nomination for Representative to Camden .............. ...... 4
0 1 000 in Interest as a contest, but there
Congress Gov. Brann is said to feel Thomaston ............. 5
3
.625 were many good plays, not forgetting
confident he could carry the Sec 8t. Oeorge ______ 3
4
428 Stimpson's running catch which
ond District even if there are a few Rockland _________ 1
6
.143 robbed Wadsworth of a double.
• • • •
battling factions in the party, and
Camden
would expect no difficulty in get
Twilight Tuif.nring*,

ting the nomination.
Representative Moran has not
been playing in perfect tune with the
Huu. administration it is said, and
when he stepped out and picked the
new Works Progress director, ignor
ing Oov. Brann's wishes in the mat
ter. it was as the last straw.
Unless there is a pronounced ,
change in the party situation. Moran
will have his troubles in the primary
election, because it is common talk
A WORD FOR BREVITY
that several very prominent mem
bers of the party are out to "get J
It is no small company of greatlyhim.
valued writers who contribute to the
columns of this paper, some period
ically. others at intervals, communi
cations varying in their topic matter
IN THE OPEN
and therefore the more recommend
Norman C. Tice
ing its pages to the consideration of
(widely separated groups of readers.
Always these contributions are wel
When I arrived at Robinson Ridge
comed at the desk, and it is rarely
that any of them fails to arrive at it was rather late for the earlier
the ceremony of the types. Occa- arrivals of the bird family for the
sionally one escapes this mark of dis- robins, bluebirds, sparrows and swaltinction—maybe in prose, oftener ar. lows had arrived and were busy at
essay in the illusive field of rhyme their work. The robins had several
Uoon our writers present and pros- nests in the trees about the house,
pectlve always is urged the merit of one being in the lilac bush at the
brevity, which the old adage declares comer of the dwelling
to be the soul of *it: but in particular
Among the sparrows were the song
It becomes a factor in the problem of sparrows, chipping sparrows, vesper
column space with which every news and field sparrows, the white throat
ed, and one specimen of the sea
paper has to deal.
Brevity in an article is a quality side sparrew.
that proportionately enlarges its
The tree swallows looked for
appeal The article of 50 to 300 words Hornes about the buildings. The
commands the reader's eye, where the barn swai;ows swooped near the
column and two-column appeal is
sizing feathers, or bits of
often laid by to the more convenient , dried grasses for nesting material.
season. As with speech so it is with
Then came the blackbirds, the red
writing. The conversationalist who wing, and the rusty, and whole flocks
has no regard to his punctuation of purple grackles flew past. The
marks, especially the finality of the peewee found a nesting place on a
period, you cross the street to avoid. low beam under a neighbor's house.
Whether it is the tongue or the pen.
Ail at oi.ee the woods was full of
brevity gets the right of way.
warblers. They were all over the
boughs looking for insects. I ob
served the myrtle warbler, the black
and white warbler, the yellow warb
When in the midsummer times
ler. the black throated green and
these achievements of the home gar
the Wilson warblers. I found the
den gladden the eye and heart, one
Canadian warbler with its Jet neck
directly pays tribute to the Garden
lace about its yellow throat and the
Club movement which has laid its
chestnut sided warbler. The red
wholesome influence not upon this
country alone, but is having a mani start was among them parading his
festation that girdles the world. It gay plumage similar to the opening
would be possible to catalogue a great of a fan. About this time a partridge
number of local instances where the nest was found beside a winter wood
influence of the club movement has road and afforded great Interest. It
become apoarent.
As illustration contained ten eggs,
there falls to be noted that triumph 1 One sunny day a flock of purple
in the neighborhood of the Hospital finches invaded the trees with much
which In the narrow period of a year singing and flying about. One pair
has transformed a bare and unsight- , nested and sang to me each day. We
ly roadside into that thing of beauty , often listered to the thrushes. The
which —we have it upon no less an Wilson thrush, or veery, seemed to
authority than John Keats—is a Joy call all day long. At night we heard
forever, whose loveliness, he adds, in the beautiful song of the hermit
creases and will never pass into noth thrush. Then the liquid song of the
ingness. Here indeed is encourage wood thrush was heard.
ment to perpetuate this good work. ^he vireo caued near the edge of
which for the chief part is carried the wQod and fLnany a nest basket
on by womankind and bears the evi shaped, and containing three white
dence of unerring taste.
eggs was discovered in the giant

nil'.*'! GARDEN CLUBS

maple near the house. The nest was
j a masterpiece of weaving and was
n j
suspended from the forked twigs of a
Boze Quotes an Old Fourth *" er
branch.
By Way of Description
Inhere was a challenging call from

THE OLD MAN

_
the roadside shrubbery and the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette —
Maryland yellow throat peered out
Speaking of the scenery of the White as we passed. A meadow lark was
Mountains here is what the Progres- seen in the neighborhood and one
slve Fourth Reader, published in 1865, morning we heard the joyous song of
the bobolink. The king bird surveyed
or before, said:
the farm but did not find a desira"One of the most remarkable obble nesting place so built in an apple
jects about here is the celebrated pro- tre<. m a nclghborlng orchard The
file, known by the name of the
, calbir(1 cried
the wmows and the
Man of the Mountains." The re busy bird summer was commenced.
semblance is perfect. You have the A flock of cedar wax wings came and
forehead, nose, mouth, and chin—all stayed quite a while about the house.
in Just proportions, and standing out Some nested nearby for we see them
in bold relief. There are not only the
often.
features, but there Is positively ane*' 1
{lelds blossomed with butterpression in that great .stone face
CUpS and daisies and became a gorhas a calm, grand, earnest loo , as 1 geous carpgt of gay colors. The
seems to send its gaze .ar off throug
jjghter green of the foliage took on
the mountain openings into the dis- & darker hue
birds ushered In
tant valley, as >f 11 werc t!lP Buar ian thp days with their various calls and
spirit of the region. I could not ave j gongs and
Permit thrush ended
believed that 80 feet of rock, for sue 1
happy hours
ltg thrilHng
is the length of the countenance.
just
sjantjng mOon and
could have formed into so stri ing a
accompanying bright star peered
likeness to a noble human face. '
over the trees on Robinson Ridge.
I first saw it in September. 1891, :
and the last time on a smoky, Septem
ber day some years later
Boze
Somerville, Mass., July 25.

BEAD THE APS

WARREN

the unusual sprinkled into it that the
contest made up in entertainment
what it lacked in quality.
Rockland tried out two pitchers,
but neither was able to stem the tide
of Thomaston hits. Walker had a
curious inning—the second—when he
filled the bases on coniplimentanes.
yet fanned three men and allowed no
score.
A new and picturesque factor on
the Rockland side was Pirpo Frye, who
hit the ball at will and fielded per
fectly. He will supply at least one of
Rockland's wants.
Sam Glover's
three-bagger was another refreshing
feature. Chummy Gray got in his
customary triple and three singles to
keep It company.

Thomaston
ab r bh tb po
0 7
Moody, lb .........
M. Sawyer. 3b. p
2 0
Flanagan, ss ....
1 0
« 1
Oray. ef --------Walker, p. 2b. 3b
3 3
1 1 1 13
Bucklin, c ...... _
0 1
Felt, 2b. p____
3 0
Grafton, rf .......
Morgan, if.........
Condon, if.........

a
0
1
1
0
4
0
1
0

Dr. Arthur Oroae of Concord. N. H„
who with Mrs. Grose, is vacationing
at their summer home at Warren I
Highlands, will be Ute guest preaclier |
Sunday morning at the Congrega- j
tlonal Church. Miss Charlotte Arm-1
strong of Raleigh, N. C. and Somer
ville, Mass. whose violin solos have J
been enjoyed the past two Sundays,
at the Coi.gregaUonal Church, will
be heard again at the morning
servloe.
Mrs. Alice Oordon spent last
Saturday in Camden, the Sextet Club
meeting on that day with Mrs. Jud
son Fish, for luncheon and supper.
Others present were Mrs Nellie
Morton of Rockport; Mrs Annie
Flint. Rockland; Mrs. Mary Hamll-!
ton. and 8t Petersburg; and Mrs.,
Nina Gregory of Olencove.
Mrs. Mary Lockle entertained Sat-1
urday at a lobster supper at Cook's
at Martinsville. Miss Dorothea Ste-;
vens, Robert Stevens and Mr. and (
Mrs. Newell Eugley.
Helen Mitchell of Union is spend
ing a week with Miss Pearl Tliomp- *
son.
,
The Ivy Chapter. O EB. picnic 1
will be held Aug. 6 at Galashiels, the I
2 George Walker cottage at Martin s'
Point, Friendship, through the hos
pitality of Mr. and Mrs. Walker.'
Those attending are requested to take '
dishes and silver. Anyone wishing
transportation is asked to get in
touch with anyone on this commit- j
tee: Mrs. Orace Wyllte. Mrs. Nancy
Kelso. Miss Bertha Starrctt, Miss (
Evelyn Sawyer and Miss Hilda Asuey .
The party will meet next Tuesday
at 10 o'clock DST in the mill square I

ab r bh tb po a
Two St. Oeorge Colts have to be
5 1 2 3 2 4
watched on bases. I Simmons and Lord, ss ...........
43 12 16 19 24 7
4 2 1 2
Dump Monaghan are very fleet of Dally, cf -----0 0 0 0
Rockland
foot—too bad Vinalhaven
isn't Gross, cf ....__
on
'he
mainland.
What
a Wadsworth. 3b
4 0 2 2
drawing card the blander* would be Mayhew, rf ....
0
4
Glover. 3b .......
in the Twilight League—Two Camden Bagley, if. lb ..
4
2
Karl. 2b ..........
men who have vastly improved in Thomas, c ......
1
4
McAlary. lb ....
their batting are Daily and Wads Maynard, lb
0
4
Connon. lb ......
worth. Pitchers eve them askance- Leonard. If .....
I
0
EUis. rf _____
Pirpo Frye, back in the Rockland Plaisted, 2b
4 1 1 1
Frye If______
lineup adds a dash of color to the Bennett, p ....
4 1 0 0
Putnam, c ----Twilight League. Hang onto tha'
Lord, cf __ —
hat Pirpo—There's talk that the old
37 7 9 13 27 14 1 Dondis. ss __ players will challenge Rockland at
Guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs E '
St. George
Oray. p______
the close of the season, and that they
S. Carroll and Mr. and Mrs. Man- {
French,
p
------ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
are. willing to have the gate receipts
Beane wen Mr. and Mrs. Bennts
1 2 3
for a stake —With Walker. Gray and I Simmons. 3b ....
Carroll and daughter Pauline. Mr
35
10
11
IS
24
9
3
0 2 3
Condon on the pitching staff Thom Monaghan, if ....
and Mrs. I J. Shuman. Mrs Mary :
Thomaston
2 2 0 1 0 4 3 0—12
1 0 0
aston ought still to be troublesome to Smalley. 2b __
Keizer and Fred Carroll all of Rock •
Rcckland
0 0 4 0 0 1 0 5—10
1 1 1
the league leaders.—Most of Chummy M Simmons, cf
land.
I
C.
Mackie,
c
__
_
Gray's three baggers would have been
0 1
Two-base hits. Morgan. Putnam.
L. F. Jealous, superintendent, and
real home runs on an enclosed , Wiley, ss _____
0 0
6 1 Frye. Three-base hits. Gray. Olover.
James MacDougall of the mill com-,
ground— And everybody wants to I Polky. lb
0 2 2 11 0 0 Base on balls, off Walker 4. off Oray pany said that boys have repeated-1
know how Chummy happens to be ' Stimpson. rf.....
0 0 0 2
(of Rockland) 4. Struck out. by ly been warned to keep off the flume '
playing with Thomaston Simply be ! Pease, p ______
0 0 0 0
Walker 12. by Orav <3f Rockland) 5. and the hr ad gates. This should be
cause he was asked to choose between
Hit by pitcher, McAlary. Connon a warning heeded by everyone in j
the two towns, and chose Thomaston
35 3 8 11 24 13 4 Umpires. Talbot and Mosher. Scorer.
order that an accident such as oc
—Increasing interest in the Twilight Camden ------- 01320100 x—7
Winslow.
curred Tuesday may be avoided.
League Justifies its existence—And St. Oeorge
00000030 O—3
that interest is mightily increased bv
Two-base hits, tvord. Daily. J. Sim
Special dry' cleansing, 80 cents,
Curtis Bok's generous prize offers —
mons. Monaghan. Three-base hits. plain garments, men and women.
"Fordham" Grafton's three hits in a
C. Mackie. Thomas. Base on balls Peoples Laundry. Tel. 170, City. 74-tf
row had lots to do with the victory ' off Bennett 2. Struck out. by Ben
which Thomaston snatched out of the
nett 6., by Pease 1. Hit by pitcher.
coals last Sunday.
[ Monaghan. Polky. Double play. :
....
Bennett. Plaisted and Bagley. Um
Camden 7, St. George 3
Playing considerable below the pires. Fowler and Peyler. Scorer,
standard established In the e.trly ! Winslow.
• • • •
part of the season the St. George
Colts nearly got the distance flag
Thomaston 12, Rockland 10
at Camden Tuesday night, a prolific
With the score of 12 to 5 in Thom
seventh inning alone saving them. aston's favor, a last inning experiAside from that Inning Foggy Ben ' ment was tried by the Knoxonians
nett kept the St George hits well j last night, and it came near losing
A recent investigation by the Ford Motor
scattered. On the contrary May them the fruits of what had been a
Company shows that, on an average, fifteen
nard's men bunched their hits, and one-sided game. Rockland scored five
cents of the motorist’s service dollar goes
were aided in each scoring inning runs off Mahoney Pelt in that inning,
toward brake service and fifteen cents
by a costly error.
and it is hard telling what might have
A triple by Thomas and doubles by happened If Putnam, after smashing
toward body and glass service. Care and in
Lord and Dailey were blows that out a double which drove in two runs, ( spection of the car battery results in an av
spelled defeat for the visitors, there had not permitted himself to get
erage expenditure of ten cents as do washing
being two men on when “Til" made caught napping between third and
and polishing and motor and chasis service.
his three-sacker and one on in each [ home.
Indicative of the amount of thought and at
1 By no stretch of imagination could
of the other Innings.
tention given to lubrication, is the interesting
St Oeorge had all of Its fun in the i it be called a classy performance, for
fact that twenty cents of the service dollar
seventh, although the Inning start cither side, but there was so njuch of
goes toward this all-important phase of
automobile care. Go to a reliable dealer for
any of these services.

Mr.

ROCKLAND

here’s where your auto
dollar goes

Thousands are tpecifyini Kichlube 100% Pure
Pennsylvania Motor Oil and Rinhlube AllPoint Lubrication, for economy.

H
I

o
c
T
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CLOVER FARM 5 lb bag

FLOUR,

29c

CLOVER FARM

CORNED BEEF
Compressed. Cooked

two 12 oz cans 33c

CLOVER FARM

TWO No. 1 Tall Cam

CLOVER FARM SOUPS

ALL FOR

CONCENTRATED TOMATO one 10 oz can /(If
READY TO SERVE SOUPS, two 16 oz cans^^ v

Don’t Fail To Get Your Free Ticket With
Each 50c Cash Purchase
You may win a New Plymouth Sedan, Kelvinator, Electric Heater.
Kitchen Step Saver. Kitchen Cutlery Set, and hundreds of dollars'
worth of other prizes, given away Free by Clover Farm Stores in the
Pine Tree Division.

Glendale

No. 1 Cans

Glendale

Quart Jar

Za Rex,

17c

Sunshine

Pickles, sweet mixed, 23c Fig Tarts,
Fruit Syrup

H
F
I

Pkg

Sunshine

Pink Salmon, 2 cans 25c Edgemont Smacks,

lb 21c

Clover Farm

bottle 21c Bread,

loaf 09c

Choice Vegetables and Fresh Fruits
VALENCIA ORANGES Sunkist med size, 2 doz 45c
CANTALOUPES, jumbo size,
3 for 29c
APPLES, Red Williams,
4 lbs 23c
ICEBERG LETTUCE, California,
2 heads 19c

<s:>CioverFarm Stores
FINE TREE DIVISION

Atj

AND YOU CAN ALWAYS SHOP IN COMFORT
AT OUR NEW PARK STREET MARKET

LAMB

SOFT MEATED LEGS,
FOREQUARTERS,

lb 23c
lb 13c

MEATY
1£ BONELESS
Chuck Roast, lb luC Pot Roast,
BONELESS

Veal Roast,

f»l“

ib20c

TOP OF ROUND

lb 35c

lb 25c Steak,

BONBLESS RIB ROAST, lb 23c NATIVE VEAL STEAK,
RUMP ROAST.
lb 20c FACE RUMP STEAK.
BONELESS SIRLOIN.
lb 35c CUBED STEAK,

lb 35c
lb 35c
lb 35c

NEWLY CORNED FANCY

............ Tb 19c
BRISKET or THICK RIB
MIDDLE RIB...................................... ........... lb 12c
FREE CABBAGE

MAINE SHORE ALIVE

LOBSTERS......................... ib 25c
FRESH FLOUNDER FILLETS .. 2 lbs 15c
VEGETABLE SALE
STRING BEANS, 5 qts 25c
CARROTS 2 bunches 12c
BEETS...... 5 bunches 25c
WAX BEANS...... 5 qts 25c
CUCUMBERS .... 5 for 25c

NATIVE

NEW POTATOES.................. peck 23c
Cal. Oranges,
doz 29c
Bananas,
4 lbs 23c
Peaches,
bsk 43c
Cantaloupe,
2 for 19c
Cooking Apples, 5 lbs 25c
Tomatoes,
2 lbs 19c

Dromedary Dates
are known for quality

Full lb pkg pitted 23c
7% oz pkg pitted 15c
Ginger Bread Mix
pkg 23c

DDrCCDVIMP DC A pure Peck Basket
83c
rKfcM,KVfRb rtALHtd i/2 pcck Baskel 43c

Miracle Whip Salad Dressing .... qt 39c
Lamb Chops,
Veal Chops,
Pork Chops,
Hamburg Steak,
Stewing Beef,
Stewing Lamb,

lb 25c
lb 30c
lb 35c
lb 19c
lb 19c
lb 15c

lb 15c

Diamond I) ( offer,

3 pkgs 29c

Silver Dust,

Vinegar, two I-quart flasks 25c
Sanl-Flush. three 10-oz cans 29c

Snider's Tomato Juice, ran 12c
Del Monte Spinach. 2 cans 25c
Del Monte Sardines. 3 cans 25c

FRANKFORTS...................... 2 lbs 31c
Many of you have ealen Fresh Crabmeat, but few of you hav<
ever seen it picked out and parked. We give you this opportunity
Friday and Saturday. Come and see how it is done. Demon
stration in our Limerorfc street window.
SALE PRICE FRESH CRABMEAT .................................. Ih 43(

qa

ROLLED

Oats, 3 sm pkgs
CAMPBI
CAMPBELL'S
TOMATO

Soup,

GOOD LUCK LEMON

DAVIS BAKING

can 18c

Powder,
qn

4cans

CAMPBELL'S TOMATO

3 cans 21c

Juice,
nr*

M/INIIATTAN
MANHATTAN UINUER
GINGER

Pie Filling 3 pkgs^JC Ale,

pwp

12 pt bots fJC
_

THE SUMMER FOOD

SWORDFISH, sliced to suit ..

29c

EVAP, MILK, full cate $2.95; 4 cans 25<
“YOU MIGHT AS WELL HAVE THE BEST

LA TOURAINE COFFEE .
SUN GRAZE
CANNED MEATS

POLAR CLUB

13c

MILK,

Values Like These at
PERRY’S MARKETS!”

LB.

27c

.................... pkg 16c

Grapenuts

Baker's Chocolate
rake 19c
Corned Beef ................. can 15c Rinso..................... 2 Ige pkgs 39c
Veal Loaf
............
can 14c Matches ................... 6 boxes 25c
Virnna Sausage
2 tins 19c
Potted Meats, small
6 for 15c B. A G. Wax Beans ...... can 10c
Lunch Tongur ................. tin 26c Scott TowcLs ................... roll 10c
Steak and Onions...... 2 cans 25c
1-2 lb pkg 18c
Roast Beef ..................... can 21c TEA—Formosa

FROM CLOVER FARM STORES
Serve an <ppennn| variety of
"cold cub", lalami, uuufn.
tonjue, other prepared mean
and cheeses!
Special assortment-pet fc. • - •

“... And You Always Find

L

___ I
-------- JO HIS
AT AU TIMES
NOISE LENT
PRESENCE.

AFRICAN CHIEF
CAR TO BE DRIVEN
IN LOW GEAR AS THE
DIGNITY TO HIS

But in America Richlube Motor
Oil (100% pure Pennsylvania oil)
and Richlube transmission lubri
cants keep motors and tears quiet.

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
PARK & UNION STREETS,

ROCKLAND,

TEL 700

BEVERAGES

QUART HOT
Contents

1luC
A

SALMON, pink, 2 cans 21c; Red, can 19c
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, 5
23c
SHREDDED WHEAT......... 2 pkgs 23c
PALMOLIVE SOAP........... 3 cakes 13c
IVORY SOAP........... 4 med. cakes 20c
P. & G. SOAP onfrk“
3 cakes 11c
JEWEL COMPOUND LARD .. 2 lbs 29c
CRABMEAT....... ............ . . 2 cans 39c
RIVER BRAND RICE......... 3 lb pkg 25c
FLOUR, Southern Queen. 24% lb bag 77c
COUNTRY ROLL

BUTTER,

FRESH SELECTED

27c EGGS,*

np

doz J jC

QaWuja Jlah/ul
" EYrRYTHINC TO

EAT

TEL. 1234 For FREE Delivery

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 1, 1935
Edwin Relief Corps has an Indoor
outing today at Grand Army hall,
with picnic supper. Members take
their children.

AUGUST
s M T w T F s
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 ,12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
III
25 26 27

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Aug. 1—Warren—Fashion show spon
sored by Woman’s Club
,
Aug i—Annual police ball at Ocean
View Ballroom.
Aug. 2—Kay Bros. Circus.
Aug J—War Department's hearing on
application for Deer Isle-Srdgwlck bridge
at 8tonlngton Opera House.
Aug 5 Eastern Star Held day at Uleaeove Orange hall
Aug 5—Community Chest Campaign
opens
Aug J—Observance of doth anniversary
Knox Ixxlge No 28 1.0.0 F
Aug 5 lafternooon and evening)—
l-awn party and supper on St Bernard's
parish lawn
Aug A Knox County Republicans
Womens Club meets with Mrs E Slewart Orbeton. West Rockport
Aug 0—Camden—Opera House. Cor
nelia Otla Skinner.
Aug A West Rockport—Judge Pat tangall addresses Knox County Woman's
Republican Club.
Aug. 7—Camden—St- Thomas' pariah
annual bazaar on rectory lawn
Aug. 8-10 Rockport—Carnival-Regatta
Aug.
12-13 Fifth annual poulpy
school at University of Maine
Aug 12-17 — Ckmdrn — Exhibition of
antiques at Opera House.
Aug 14- Owli Head Church fair and
supper
Aug 14 — Thomaston — St. John's
Church summer fair
Aug 14—Annual State field meeting
of the Knox (State) Academy of Arts and
Sciences at Knox Arboretum
Aug IS— Warren—Annual mid-summer
concert at Baptlat Church.
Aug IS—Three-Quarter Century Club
meets In Farmington.

Page Three

SOMETHING REFRESHINGLY NEW
:: IN ::

Yacht Marietta, on which 8.
Arthur Macomber of Rockland is
employed this season, is now located
at Woods Hole, having changed its
base from Cohasset, this week. Mr.
Macomber will return to Rockland
in the fall.

KITCHEN BEAUTY
The charm of many a modern kitchen is ruined by

the harsh blackness of the range chimney pipe
Charles H. Moors who has been
drawing syrups from a soda foun- '
tain probably longer than any other
man In Rockland. Is frankly puzzled
to account for raspberry's loss of
popularity. “Ifs one of the best
soda syrups made,” said Mr. Moor. j
"and until a few years ago was al
ways one of the best sellers.
Weather permitting the Rockland
City Band will give one of its fine
concerts In PostofBcc square Sunday
night at 8 o'clock. The change from
the Public Landing was deemed ad
visable. The bajid is a credit to the
city, and deserves a larger collection
than it generally receives. Those
who can afford the time to listen can
surely afford something more than
a few coppers.

August Clearance

That Necessity is a Thing of the Past

We have in stock the new and beautiful

The tap that’s marked
“hot” water gives

cold water now at
Gregory’s

CHROME

STOVEPIPE

Ideal for enamel ranges, makes the kitchen ultra smart
and modern.

Bright, glistening chrome nickle finish

eliminates the heavy black stove funnel of yesterday.

than it does to heat it... you know

that . . . but when a body meet* a

Summer Merchandise

See This Pleasing New Kitchen Improvement At Our
Store

It costs no more to cool a room

Xi

•

DRESSES!

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
273 MAINST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL 1154

COATS!

52 REAL BARGAINS

2— $15.00 White Coats,

Sizes 14 to 46 of th<* above

body at Gregory'*, the cooling te
sure and surprisingly low in price.

$12.50

3— 12.75 WhiteCoats,

10.00

4 formerly 9.75; now,
6— 9.75 White Coats,
7.50
$3.00
The Rotkland Fire Department
The Eastern Star field day will be
has mortgaged Aug. 30 as the date for held Monday afternoon at Olencove
4 formerly 6.95; now.
4— 5.95 White Coats,
3.00
4.95
-----I Take these linen salts at $10.15. its second annual ball, which will be Grange hall. Supper at 6.30. Those
j
lield
at
the
Ocean
View
ball
room.
RepnbLcan women of this see- |
Unpin these polo shirts at $1.00.
5 formerly 14.95; now.
not solicited take sweets and sand
5.00
5— 3.98 White Coats,
2.98
tian will have the rare oppor- >
wiches. Program and dancing in the
Change underwear and dispoxi10
formerly
6.95;
now,
The
annual
outing
flf
Knox
Lodge.
Sanity Turrday Ant. 6 of hear- .
evening.
5.00
tionx. Let your legs breathe in
8—Spring Coats, Half Price and Less
Ing Judjr Pattangall speak on ’
IO.OF, and Miriam Rebekah Lodge,
linen
slacks,
$3.00.
5
formerly
9.75;
now,
Lack of space prohibits the us% in
5.00
current issues at the home of I
at Foster's Cove was a most enjoyable
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton at West I
affair. The Thompson-Spear cottage full today of the winners of the FourHoraport, mesguiw opening at |
You don't have to have money I was opened for Llie occasion Steamed 6'ar Folks contest for thia Issue.
MS, nayught ume. Not only j
clams augmented basket lunch. More Suffice to say that the first prize fell
thexe days... you've got more than
: to Miss Pearl Botgersbn. State street,
Maine but the nation Ib-tens |
)
than 80 were present.
it lakes to air-condition every place
Rockland, and the second to Robert
these days for the utterances of .
you walk into.
thia gifted .•pgaJtrr. Mbs Nettie '
Thomas Curtis, In Municipal Court Merchant, Blake street, Camden.
Harleigh of Va'walboro and Mrs. *
i yesterday, was fined $50 and costs on
I.ML
Knox Lodge. I.O.OF. wll lobserve
a reckless driving charge, and ap
EIUk Spear of Bo ton are expect- I
COMING REUNIONS
ed to -peak In addition to |
pealed. He was represented by Harry its 60th birthday anniversary Mon
22 Evening Dresses,
3—$12.75 Congo Suits,
$3.00
Aug 1—Ingraham family at Knox
( C. Wilbur. Curtis was driving the day at 8 p. m at the hall. Albert E
Judge Pattangall.
Husbands |
Corners.
Straw Hats Marked Down car which knocked Mrs. Wilbur Cross Libby of Portland, grand master, will
Aug 14—Hall family at Penobscot View
and frirnds of the Women's Re- ■
2— 12.75 Flannel Suits,
Grange hall. Olencove.
of the above dresses
publican Club of Knox County .
. down when she was leaving her auto be present and perhaps other grand
Aug It- Light reunion at Light's
Pavilion. Washington.
2— 9.75 Flannel Suits,
officers. There will be an entertain
arc invited
mobile.
Aug 21 Simmons family at the home
Jantzen Bathing Suits and
5 were $7.95.
of Mr and Mr- James MacLaughlln.
ment and refreshments will be served,
Old County road. Rockland.
1— I 5.00 Lilac Suit,
Oardlner
Brown
as
patrol
leader
of
followed
by
dancing.
Aug 22—Hoffses reunion at Jolges
Trunks
7 were
6.95
•Property. Thomaston.
The laded copy of the New York
the Buffalo Patrol. Boy Scouts, is In
1— 9.75 Spring Suit,
Tribune, brought to the desk by Cas
. charge of a group of boys on a camp“The Case of the Missing Parakeet"
Gas kiln No. 7 will be set afire to
10.95
1 was
sie Sukeforth of 28 Warren street, t
. ing trip at the Spear camp. Crawford , was solved as usual by that Infallible '
I— 5.95 Spring Suit,
morrow.
I Lake, this week. The boys in his sleuth The Courier-Gazette's lost ad
suggests the great progress made by
9 were
5.95
charge are Franklin Spinny. Roderick vertisement, but the recovery yester- j
Claremont Commandery will ballot newspapers since those times of
day of the little bird bemoaned by J
Crandall.
Richard
Spear
and
Richard
1865.
the
date
ef
this
copy.
Much
on applications Monday night.
Clan Wotton, Talbot avenue, did not I
i Barnard.
of the contents has to do with the
set joy bells ringing on this occasion'
The Spanish War Veterans will following the close of the wars. The
Funeral services for Jessie M. because the strayed pet expired from
416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
have an outing at-H W Thorndike’s following the close of the wars. The
Dolham were held yesterday from the exhaustion shortly, after being found
cottage. Lvcia Beach. Sunday.
foreign news, brought by slow steam
I late residence on James street. Rev. by a summer resident of Owl's Head
ers. made up a small part of the con- I
F. F. Fowle of Rockport officiating.
Dogfish are again forcing their tents, while the typographical fca- ’
The bearers were A. V. Sawyer. M. M.
With Carl Chrlstofferson as floor
A factory cleanup
unwelcome
presence
in
Maine tures are sad to behold. Truly the
Oriffln, W A. Seavey. Albert Pendle director and Fred Achorn and Don
A school of instruction in the rend
waters.
world moves.
ton. Interment tn Mountain street Chapman as aids, the police ball at,
irregulars of $1.00 Capes
ering of first aid will begin Aug. 26.
Another Special Purchase
the Ocean View Ball Room tomorrow '
cemetery.
Camden.
Tinker mackerel have struck In on
A. H. Whitford, who came to Rock- J under the direction of Almon Yeung
night 1s going to be a Joyful and
the Knox County Coast. And. say! land 47 years ago as general secretary of the Central Maine Power Com
Charles H. Lewis who has been snappy affair. Whalen's Privateers
Ladies' $ 1.00 Sport Blouses,
.69
what's better eating in the fish line? of the Rockland Y.M.C.A., and whose pany. who is an expert on that sub
chief engineer of the steamer South- will fetch forth their most alluring i
splendid work in behalf of that insti ject. Every offic.r and fireman In port since the Eastern sold that craft selections, and many couples are ex- j
Eyelet Dresses, were (.98,
|.29
Children’s, Misses', Ladies'
Stanley C. Boynton took off for tution is well remembered by the sur Knox County, and all others interest
for excursion service on the Potomac pected to “trip the light fantastic.” ,
Holmes Lake. N. B, yesterday after viving members, is spending a few ed. are Invited to attend the school.
Blue, Green, Red, Brown
Eyelet Dresses, were 2.98,
River, has returned home because The ticket sale has been good, be- j
1.98
noon with six passengers—Mr. and days in this city and vicinity, accom- There are undoubtedly many drown
of ill health, which prevented him cause everybody wants to see this fine
Mrs. Elliot D. Pratt, Mr. and Mrs. t panied by Mrs. Whitford. They are ing fatalities which could have been
from completing the season. He says bunch make good financially.
Richardson Pratt, Richardson Pratt. making an extended tour which will prevented by a proper knowledge of
he would not recognize the steamboat
Jr., and Mary Pratt. The plane also take them into the Canadian Provinces first aid.
THOMPSON-HOWARD
since it was altered for excursion
then to Buffalo, where the Whitfords j
carried a large quantity of baggage.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY \
service.
*4
resided prior to three years and thence
The Vinalhaven team which was
The marriage of Viola M Howard,
The Testa Sea lilies which added via New Orleans, to their present
advertised to play at Camden Satur
Dr. Alexander Forbes and Charles daughter of Mrs. James Warren of
so much charm to the dining room home in Orlando. Pla. Mr. Whitford
Four to six carloads of pulpwood , The Court House lawn Is showing
Ed Ransom is having his annual
day afternoon is booked at St. George
. Hubbard, who are endeavoring to this city and William R. Thompson of
of "Montpelier" at the Gen. Kt n. is retired from Y.M.C.A. service but
instead. Manager Maynard acted take a scientific expedition into Lab- Portland was solemnized Tuesday are to be seen at the Thomaston rail- 1 weU dcs‘)ll« °»e *e»ther handiesps vacation from his duties as postal
birthday celebration and lasted his brilliant intellect and forceful per
—which followed the regrading work clerk. Albert Avwlll, having taken
with commendable promptness to se
evening at 7 o'clock at the home of road
station almost every day. Cut
through the week, were from the sonality are still frequently drafted cure another team for the Saturday idor by plane, got as far as Shediac.
done under the direction of T. E. his turn, will be at the window to
her brother. Daniel Howard, with
r.
B
.
after
leaving
Rockland
Sunday,
gardens of Misses Prances Burpee for volunteer work along civic lines.
McNamara.
day.
fans and has signed up the Ault-Wil- ut were forced to return as the motor Rev. J. C. MacDonald officiating. in Cushing.
and Ada Burpee, who each year pay
liamson Shoe Co.'s team of Lewiston ras consuming too much oil. The The single ring service was impres
this tribute to the memory of the
which won the State industrial :ientists remained here until yester- sively used. Only the family and im
distinguished Revolutionary hero.
championship last Labor Day and ay afternoon when they took off for mediate friends were present. The
again has a strong team this season. loston. where another engine will be couple were attended by Mrs Daniel
Charles L. Robinson clerk at Burpee
RANKIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Howard of this city as matron of
& Lamb's received a postcard yester
^stalled.
I. A. McLeod of Boston, who is a
honor and the bride's brother, Daniel
day from about the last place one
guest at the home of Mrs. Edith
would expect to hear from—Iceland.
An apparent lack of Interest on Howard, as groomsman.
The bride was prettily gowned In
Follansbee, was a caller at The Cou the part o’ the members is said to
It was sent by his cousin, Mrs. Louis
rier-Gazette office yesterday, and ex threaten the disruption of the Wins light blue crepe with white accessories
H. Burgess, formerly of Warren and
pressed his surprise at and appre low-Holbrook Drum and Bugle Corps and carried roses and sweet peas,
now of Weymouth. Mass., who is mak
ciation of the many improvements —an organization which now seems while her matron of honor wore yel
ing an extensive tour of Europe with
low crepe and carried sweet peas
which have been made in Rockland's
Mrs. Robert J. Andrews of Warren.
1934 Chevrolet Tn. Sedan appearance since his last visit here, to be an essential factor In the life of A reception followed at 8 o’clock
every community which boasts an
1934 Oldsmobile Coach
An outstanding event of the sum
about 25 years ago. During his visit American Legion Post. It is hoped at the home of her brother Daniel
The wedding cake was
mer season will be the Department of
he made a trip up the Penobscot there will be a revival of Interest, and Howard.
1933 Plymouth Sedan
Maine. Spanish War Veterans Aux
River, which in his opinion is al that this organization will be back made by Mrs Alfred Fredette of Ash
1933 Chevrolet Coach
iliary outing at the cottage of Mrs.
ways a source of pleasure. Mr. Mc on the Job. Some of the members Point.
Hattie Davies. Ash Point, on Sunday,
1933 Nash Sedan
Leod has been 39 years In the em are going Sunday to Bar Harbor
rs'
r
s
r. i
e
BORN
bringing together members of camps
ploy
of the Boston “El ” Mrs. Mc where there is to be a gathering of CUMMINGS— At Bockland. July 35. to
1933
Plymouth
Coach
Yu
and auxiliaries from all over the
Mr and Mrs George Cummings, a son,
Leod. a former Rockland girl, expects practically all of the drum corps in
William Francis
1933 Chevrolet Sedan
State. Basket lunch will be augment
to come here for a visit later in the the tatSe.
HILTON—At Waldoboro. July 20. to Mr.
ed by hot coffee and steamed clams.
and
Mrs Wilbur Hilton, a daughter.
1932 Chevrolet Coupe
season.
KIMBALL—At Rockland. July 23. to
Mrs. Laura Ranlett is general chair
Mr and Mrs James W Kimball of
1931 Plymouth Sedan
Rent a book from our new circu
man.
York Beach, a son. Herman King
Monday, July 29 was gala day for lating library. Hundreds of the latest
1931 Chevrolet Coupe
Clear R. Marsh, his 17th birthday titles to choose from. Huston-Tuttle
Many local members of the Three1930 OldsmcMe Sedan
IHOMPSON - HOWARD — At Rockland.
88-T-Th92
scheduled for a scries of surprises; Book Co. Inc.
Quarter Century Club desire to at
1930 Durant Coupe
July 30. by Rev. J. C. MacDonald, Wil
and as the date also brought a birth
liam R Thompson of Portland and
tend the annual meeting to be held at
1930
De
Soto Roadster
Viola M. Howard of Rockland
day
anniversary
to
his
grandmother,
Farmington Aug. 15, tout lack the con
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
Mrs. Edward Thornton, there was
veyance. It is hoped that a commit
DIED
LARGE SCALE PRODUCTION BY THE BIGGEST CLEANING ORGANI
double rejoicing. At the supper hour,
1929 Ford Tudor
tee on transportation will be appoint
YOUNO—At Rockland. July 31. Clara E..
widow of Leonard a Young, aged 73
gathered besides the immediate fam
ed or that willing friends will donate
ZATION IN THE STATE MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO GIVE YOU
years. 8 months. 7 days. Funeral Fri
ily Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thornton
day at 2 o'clock from Edward Blackthe use of cars for the purpose. Such
THESE REMARKABLE BARGAINS
BARGAIN BOX
lngtons residence. West Meadow road
of Bath. Mr and Mrs. Wendell Thorn
generosity is always deeply appre
Interment In Norton cemetery. Cush
ing.
ton
and
child
of
Newton,
Mass.,
and
1929
Whippet
Sedan
AND
ciated by the “old-timers" to whom
(■ROVER—At Warren. July 30. Albert E
Holiday Beach, the Misses Merriam
the occasion is the one day of the
Grover, Jr . son of Mr and Mrs Al
1927 Nash Sedan
bert E Orover. aged 9 years. 8 months.
of
Rockland
and
Holiday
Beach,
year.
28 days Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock
1927 Whippet Coach
June Miles of Portland and Lucia
dayllgbt.
Established 1840
WELLMAN—At Hope. July 30. Charles
Beach, Barbara Johnson. Katherine
Delicious hot dogs, fresh and
1925 Buick Touring
Licensed Embalmers and
A. Wellman, aged 80 years. 4 months,
Jordan of Rockland. Later assembled
steamins hot, soft, fragrant, daily
12 days Funeral from the residence of
Attendant*
1923 Buick Coupe
Willard Wellman today at 2 o'clock,
a party of 21 young friends, bringing John O. Stevens,
fresh rolls at Erskine York's sanitary
Alden Ulmer
standard.
gifts and a complete climax to Oscar's Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
Oakland Sedan
dispenser in Camden. Try Erskine’s
surprising day. The evening was
IN 1WMOBIAM
astoundingly tasty pop corn, the rich
1926 Dodge Sedan
In loving tnemory of our dear aunt.
Day or Night Telephone
passed in singing, dancing and play
est flavor, purest butter used—adv.
Crlaale Heagan. who passed away July
Caah and Carry, Reg 69c
Priced To Sell Quick
29. 1933.
92-93
ing unique games introduced by
450
As ire loved her ao we miss her,
Wendell Thornton, augmented by the
Her memory Is ever dear—
Representatives in all large cities
ALL OTHER GARMENTS AT EQUALLY LOW PRICES”
Loved.
remembered, longed for
serving of two birthday cakes for
in the United States and Canada
Summer clearance sale now in
always.
Others to choose from
Grandma and Oscar, with fruit punch.
Bringing many a silent tear.
progress at Alfreda Perry's, 7 LintfAMBULANCE
Prices Right
Lilia Moulden. Beulah. Clarke, Madge
The guests departed at 11.15 having
rock St„ Rockland.—Adv.
91-92
Mercer. Rachel Joyce.
Service is Instantly available.
We do our own financing. enjoyed a jolly evening.
Experienced attendants on doty.
CABO OF THANKS
Typewriters cleaned and repaired.
We wish to express our sme
sfneere thanks
Day and Night Telephone
Lowest prices for quality service.
Read "The Manager's Sale" adver
to the many friends and neighbors who
so kindly assisted In so many ways, and
Machines called for and delivered.
tisement on Page 7, this issue. This
450
also for the many beautiful floral
STORES IN THE PRINCIPAL CITIES IN MAINE
tributes upon the occasion of our recent
is the great money saving event on >81 MALI SX. ROCKLAND, ME.
All makes of fountain pens repaired.
bereavement. We especially thank the
Huston-Tuttle Book Store. Tel. RANKIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
foods for the year of the A. & P.
neighbors of Chestnut street
Virgil Gardner. Catherine Ogier. Eliza
Stores—adv.
684-V—adv.
_
Th-tf
beth Achorn. Chester Gardner.
HEAR JUDGE PATTANGALL
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EVENING WEAR!

SUITS!

♦♦♦♦

♦♦♦♦

GREGORY’S

RAIN CAPES

BLOUSES, ETC.

39c

Miller’s Garage

Grand Opening

reliable

DSEDCARS

MONDAY, AUGUST 5th

ORD

mrr

A CLEANSING AND PRESSING SERVICE
“CASH AND CARRY”

American Legion Building,

14 Limerock $t.4 Rockland

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

OPENING SPECIAL FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

39c

MILLER’S GARAGE

hs

Notes At Random
ty Cw/ Ladd

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
[ the way downtown. The aircooled
I was convinced that I was In the theatres are so thoroughly aircooled
most Insane business in the world but that I caught a cold in one last week!
I take off my hat to another that There is a German band that plays
has it beaten for insanity, and sheer over on John street (another insur
pointlessness (If you will pardon a ance street) and for an extra half
dollar they will sing in Oerman
bit of Wlnchelizingl).
I spent a day In a cotton exchange., I’ve wondered what It Is that they
the only cotton exchange they tell ,sing because they laugh heartily
me The day happened to be the one after they get through Ouy Lomthat marked the inception of the bardo has only nine men in his orJuly cotton deals, and so was ex chestra Saw a chauffeur that I knew
tremely exciting. We were sent there over at the Samoset A radio anto observe how the thing worked so announcer told me that the only
that we would know the why of cot- sound that sounds like a closing door
ton Insurance I will relate what I is a closing door So thev have doors
saw and you may Judge for yourself in frames on wheels so that the
Just how much could be discerned by proper sounds can be procured in any
studio
an untrained observer.
We went directly to 60 Beaver
Mr Mandel of Mandel Schwab
street and were directed to the nine
producers of many New Yor e Musical
teenth floor The man who was to
comedies told me that the new rt-ngs
vouch for our admittance to the floor
that come out in the musicals often
of the exchange was busy when we
ZZIare placed in different parts of the
arrived but a floorman was sent for
. ,
_
.
___
show than they were originally inhlm. Presently he came across the
.
_
tended and cause the whole sequence
floor smiling and came through the
___
,
to be changed. It seems that It is good
outer doors and brought us in the
business to have the least important
exchange room
song come first in the show because
It is a very large room adorned with the audience will not remember it
murals by Ezra Winters In the cen- wiyway what with all the late ar
ter there is a ring set down in a pit. rtvaj8 and
on jjut occasionally a
Around the ring there are steps so son^ proves that it is worth more or
that there is a sort of circular tier of
was expected and the show
steps AU the trading goes on in this hM
chknged. One of the hits in
ring or rather, around the ring The ..q^ News..
onrlnal!v jchedwhole affair is very ornate and well
{Qr g fpot Jn thp Oprnlng scene
it might be because all of the cotton But <hen
producers heard that
in the world at one time or another aU the sU<je hands and
chorus
passes theoretically through this ex gals were humming the tune, they de
change.
cided that it was catchy enough to
This description that I have given be a headliner, and it was Another
so far did not appear to me at the dizzy business
Cliff Ladd
first. When they opened the glass
doors that admitted us into the air
SOUTH HOPE
cooled floor, all that I could take in
for a minute was the sight of about I
preaching service will be held in
100 we'.’, dressed business men encir the South Hope Universalist Church
cling a ring and all yelling at once on Sunday at 1 30 o'clock standard
and waving their arms around and The speaker will be Rev. Clarence
wiggling their fingers!
This it Ouy Bobbins. D. D, of Lawrence,
seemed was trading, the sort of trad Mass Friends in Warren. Rockland
ing that affects the cotton market and Camden are cordially Invited.
all over the world as well as the lives
Mr and Mrs Ernest Harris and
of the growers and the manufactur- {&mUy of Rutland. Mass. were weeking companies Occasionally a bell fnd guesU of Mrs Harris' parents.
would ring and the shouting would Mr. and Mrs. C. B Taylor.
increase in volume and the gestures
Miss Stewart and Miss Elliot of
would increase in their vigor,
New Jersey are spending the sumThe hour was 11
m. and the |
a{ Camp Ffderal Rowley
members of the exchange had until
Farm.
12 noon to cover all the short sales
Mildred
Webster
came
from
that they had made In July cotton
and likewise the long buyers had Massachusetts Saturday to visit dur
to sell or accept the cotton by noon ing August with her parents Mr. and
As the minutes passed the turmoil Mrs. John Webster.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Woster and
Increased, several times I thought
that the crescendo would run out be three children of Worcester. Mass.
fore noon but always they got higher are spending a two weeks' vacation
and higher. On the opposite side of with relatives in town.
the ring two elderly gentlemen were
Frances Pierpont, who has been
trying very earnestly to poke each employed at the Community Sweet
other in the nose Their lack of suc Shop. has returned to Liberty. Her
cess was not due to any interest on place has been filled by Marjory
the part of the spectators—it was just
Johnson of Washington.
lack of space Over in a comer there
Agnes Lermona went 8unday to
were two other gentlemen lost in a
Rutland. Mass., with her unde.
game of checkers. They had seem
Ernest Harris, for a two weeks' visit.
ingly lost all track of the trading
Edna Carver, who has employment
All at once one of them Jumped up
and ran towards the ring shouting at Rockport for the summer, visited
"July twenty” "July twenty.” all the at home the past week.
while waving his arms. Some other
Mrs. Delia Hayes and daughter
fellow with a faintly delirious look Marie and George Teague of War
about
him.
shouted something ren called on Evelyn Vining Sunday.
equally as unintelligible to him and Other callers at Mrs. Vining’s recent
he went on back to his game
ly were Mr. and Mrs. Bion Ander
It seems that there is a point to all son and son of Dover-Foxcroft, Mrs.
the wild excitement on the floor. The Mary Lockie of Washington, D. C.,
arm waving Is used to indicate Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley and Mr.
whether the trader is buying or selling and Mrs. Maurice Cunningham of
the month tells the time in which Warren.
the cotton In question will mature
e • e •
and be available for processing. The
C'ousens-Gath
finger waving is to tell the telegraph
man just what the trades are doing
A wedding of interest to this com
so that he can send the information munity took place July 27 at the
out to a breathless world by means of home of Rev. C. E. Brooks of Rock
the ticker.
land when Lucille Gath of this place
I think I'd like that sort of business. and James S. Cousens of Portland
There couldn't be a dull moment and were married in the presence of their
If one likes competition, there couldn't immediate families.
be any better competitive spirit any
Mrs. Causens is the daughter of
where than those dignified gentle
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Gath of this town,
men show in such a deliberate
a graduate of Union High School '32
manner.
and attended Commercial College at
• • • •
Gilbert and Sullivan light opera is Rockland. She is of pleasing per
being played at the Adelphi by the sonality and favorite among the
Civic Light Opera Company. I saw younger set. Mr. Cousens was bom
their "Mikado" and it was the big in Old Town and attended University
gest entertainment thrill I've had in of Maine, also New York University.
New York. KoKo singing Tit-Willow He is now employed as salesman for
will be a high spot in my picture of the Electrolux Co. of Portland, hav
New York. Saw it from a third bal ing recently been appointed group
cony too!
leader of the Portland office.
• • V 9
They will make their home at the
Goldman’s Band is playing 'n Cen
Carleton apartments, Carleton street,
tra! Park on the Mall three nigh «
Portland. Their wedding trip has
each week during July and August.
been postponed until later, when
It's a lot of fun, the music is of course
very good and after the formal con they will go abroad. The community
cert Is over they play a lot of old extends to these young people con
songs and the crowds sing. The con gratulations and best wishes.

certs
treat
right
hear

Every-Other-Daf
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start after dark and it is a real
to sit out there among the trees GEORGES RIVER ROAD
in the heart of the city and
music like that.
A meeting will be held tonight,
• • • •
Met a feller from Trinidad who had Thursday, at the Finnish Congrega
sailed a 65 foot boat here all alone. tional Church at 7.30. There will be
He had a lot of stories to tell. Most a picnic Sunday at 11 at Long Cove,
of them preposterous, but very enter Mr. and Mrs. M. Elgland hosts—on
taining. Sat beside a Japanese lad the property of Mr. and Mrs. V.
the other day in the subway and he Ruuska. At 8 p. m. the Young Peo
was wearing his native costume. He ple’s meeting will be held at the
seemed to enjoy the curiosity he church. Rev. William A. Suomlnen of
groused and grinned at his shoes all' New York will be guest speaker

Note Early Signs
of Problem Child ! -

THORND1KEV1LLE

SATURDAY ONLY AT THE STRAND

Weak, Under-Developed, Men
tally Retarded Babies Should
Be Examined Carefully
By Dr. £■ A. Farrington

Director, Bancroft School;
Secretary, Special School
A toociation

Perfectly healthy parents, with
families of robust children brim
ming over with vitality, are some
time* faced with the arrival of a
child who is “differ
ent.” The baby it
weak,
under-devel
oped, slow in growth,
and mentally retard
ed.
If the parents
are sensible, they
will recognise that
they have to deal
primarily with a
Or. FanuetM physical condition,
and one that probably can be im
proved.
Perhaps the meat important
point in the whole problem, at least
during the first few years, it early
recognition of the fact that retar
dation is present. Parent* ought
never to depend on their own judg
ment in the matter, but should con
sult a qualified expert without de
lay. A few indication* must be dis
cernible, however, before the ques
tion even arises in the parent*’
mind*.

WARNER OLAND. a* Charlie Chan, faces his most baffling mystery, ever. In
the land of thr Pharoahs in “Charlie Chan in Egypt.” “PAT” PATERSON
and THOMAS BECK head thr supporting cast.—adv.

Mr and Mrs W 8 Lothrop enter
tained as dinner guest* recently Mrs
Laura Soulds and daughter. Mrs
Nathan Bogle, and Miss Annie
Ooeing of East Union
Mia’ Dorothy Spofford of Rockland
spent 8unday at Mrs Ada Upham's.
Arthur Upham visited his uncle
Lou Upham in Rockport last week
Mr. and Mrs F A Crabtree and
son ’Albert, were callers Sunday at
the home of their daughter Mrs Wil
liam Arrington in Appleton
Harry Pushaw will complete his
duties Aug 1 at P J Wiley's, Camden
where he has been employed the past
three years. He has made many
friends and all wish him luck in his
new venture at farming.
Myrven Merrill is employed at Bay
View Oarage in Camden as night
man.
Robert and Philip Crabtree accom
panied by their brother Richard mo
tored Saturday to Worcester. Rob
ert and Philip returned Sunday
night. Richard remaining for a visit
with relatives;
Mrs Mary Watson who has been
staying at the home of her daughter
Mrs. Raymond Crabtree the past
year is now visiting her daughter Mrs
Helen Heald in Islesboro.
Mrs Elizabeth Howard is guest of
relatives in Thomaston.
Mr and Mrs Samuel Aylward of
Rockland and Mrs Albert Brown of
Morse's Corner. Thomaston were
| callers Sunday at Lester Merrill's.
Misses Helen and Myrtle Bestick
of Worcester are spending a few
weeks with their cousin Mrs Elsie
Crabtree.
Edna Doughty has returned to her
employment in Portland after visiting
her grandparents Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Crabtree over the weekend

V|\ \| H -WEN
and Thursday of last week in the
Sign* *• Observe
Rev. Harold Gould of Lanesville Interest of a forthcoming play.
What are these indication*? If
the child i* physically abnormal, or Mass is guest of his uncle Frank
Mrs Beulah Cook attended the
fails in some important function, I Winslow
Union Circle last Thursday in South
the indication ia dear. Many chil- |
L. A Coombs and son H. L. Coomb' Waldoboro.
dren. however, show no eymptome,
Pern Winchenpaw and family arc
or such slight ones that they ar* Capt Joseph Hutchings and O Mroccupying
Mr and Mrs K E. ThompHenan.
returned
Mondav
from
Horse

easily overlooked, especially at the
shoe Cove In Eggemoggin Reach. 1 son's house of Bradford's Point for
tendency ia always to ignore them,
and believe that everything will be where they delivered a 28-foot dav two week'
all right if the baby is let alone.
cruiser, built at Coombs boat shop
Percy Wlncapew was In Boothbav
Even trained observers are some to Everett Adams
last Thursday and piloted Mr. Vogle’s
times in doubt as to the real situa
The Needlecraft club m*t Wedne'- boat to Medomak.
tion, and adriae waiting for more
day
with Mrs Guv Peaslee. featurine
Mr. and Mrs John Dodge of Spruce
definite indications, knowing, a*
the birthday anniversaries of
Head were callers last Thursday on
they do, that the variation between
RAZORVILLE
Joseph Kittredge and Mbs Euger :i friends in town
normal limit* may be very wide.
So-called '“blue” babies should al Carver, who were plea'antlv remem-| Mrs J. W Tuft* entertained the
Edgar Pitman of Salem. Mass , is
ways be carefully watched. They bered with gifts. Supper included two Methodist Ladles Aid for an all day
visiting at the home of his brother.
are not getting enough oxygen, and decorated birthdav cakes. The club session Wednesday at the Community
Wilbur Pitman.
harmful toxemia may result. Over- will meet this week with Miss Eu- House at Martin's Point,
Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs Carrie
fat infanta should also be regarded
genia Carver at her home on Brighton
Laura. Catherine and Gerald
cloaely, particularly if they are dull
Smith and children of Warren were
Murphy were in St George last week
and inactive- A glandular or meta avenue
in this vicinity Saturday and call
Regular meeting of the Ladies of as guests of their sister. Mrs. Doris
bolic disturbance may be the cause.
ing on relatives and friends.
Thio it the oecond of ■ eerie* of the GAR will be held Friday night Simmons.
Mr and Mrs Willard Sprague of
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Booth and
artielei on the "problem child." Dr. preceded by the usual supper, served
Farrinffton will reply to gaeetsea* by there housekeepers: Mrs Bfc 'h children. Newell and Esma of Congo. Boston Mass, have been visitors in
addrettrd to Arm at tho Bancroft Vinal. Mrs L R Smith. Mrs Charles Belgium with Mrs Booth'; mother town and callers on Mrs. Carrie
School, Haddonfield, N. J,
Chilles and Mrs. Ernest Olidder
Mrs. Carrie Rideout, have returned Clark.
Mrs. Addle Vanner is entertaining
At a meeting of the committee on to Taunton. Mass., after a few days
Union Sunday School picnic held visit with Mrs. Rideout's sister. Mrs her niece from New Hampshire
L. P. Jones is employed rebuilding
I 1 Sundav evening the date was set for Fred Young.
I Aug 13. weather permitting, if stormy | Miss Frances M Scott of Cam- the piazza on Ralph Calking's house.
Sidney Kaler and housekeeper
I the first fair date. An invitation has bridge Mass is visiting at the home
A. B. Crocker
1 been extended to hold the picnic at of her aunt. Mrs W Dalton Wotton.
were callers recently on Mr. and
' Eastholm but no trucks are available ' Mr. and Mrs. P O Wotton and Mrs Lester Black
While walking along Brattle street.
1 to transport the children that 41s- daughter. Barbara, and Charles
Kenneth Hutchings of Liberty has
Old Cambridge, recently, Mr Otey
tance. as they are not licensed for Hohman of Staten L'land. N. Y.. are finished haying at Edith Overlock's
Squirrel startle across the ttre"’, as
carrying passengers this vear It spending a vacation at Mr Wotton's and is now In Jefferson similarly
Andy says. "You know how I te". He
seemed necessarv to select a nearbv old home
occupied.
runs a few steps, halts, considers ,
The Felix Powell meetings at the
Mr and Mrs Richard Stenger of
what to do next, whether to continue | plarP and ,Can*?
rno?.n
Every teacher will care for the safety New York and Elliot Stenger of Methodist Church closed Wednesday
or retrace his steps that motion be
i and comfort of her class and if unable Philadelphia
have
Joined
Mrs evening. They have been well atloved by auto drivers.
i to be present, will arrange for ;ome- Thomas Stenger at their summer tended.
Brattle street is a through way
'one to assume that responsibility ' home on Martin's Point
west from Harvard Square, and a
David Duncan will be in charge of
Mrs Letha Simmons has returned
busy thoroughfare, and I was aiming
SWAN’S ISLAND
to take up my duty as traffic officer Importation Miss Flavilla Arey. to the home of her daughter. Mrs.
and escort Brer Squirrel across Bu: apwts and Mr‘ Austin Caloerwood Melvin La wry after a visit with
Mrs. Vlcie Albee of Rockland renot an auto passed in either direc- i food and drlnk chlldren are re-relatives in Waldoboro
cently visited relatives in town.
tion while he was in transit and | jested t0 take aba5ket lunch drtnk‘ 1 Albion Wotton has hada sun porch
Mrs. Ruby Norton of Sanford is
ing dish, plate, knife, fork and spoon , built. John Winchenbach doing the with her parent*. Mr and Mrs Ferd
after seeing him safe on the other
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brown of work
Morse, for two weeks.
wall, I res imM
journey west to
Capt. Orrin Condon, an aged and
The circus in Stonington last Sat
Lowell M’moria' Park, Just in the Cambridge. Mass . are guest* of Mr
rear of Elmwood former home •»? and Mrs R. Merit Arey at lane's respected citizen of this town, died urday was attended by 50 from here
Island.
July 25 Funeral services were held
Mrs. Jack Sears of Massachusetts is
James Russell Lowell
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Spear and Surdav from the residence
with her father. Capt. Winfield
On my return Journey along Brat
Harold Winchenpaw has returned Staples for a short visit.
tle street. I saw a bird either a star- daughter Natalie of Warren and Mr
ling” or a grackle. having his breakand Mrs
Hennigar of South to Boston after visiting a week with
Mrs Franklin Wood of Rockland Is
fast from something he had found Thomaston were gue'ts Sunday of his parents. Mr and Mrs Rav Win- visiting her mother. Mrs Andrew
and had dragged onto the sidewalk Mr and Mrs AngU' Hennigar
chenpaw.
Mrs Winchenpaw and Smith.
As I came up to him he hopped Into
Miss Celeste Carver, who has spent daughter Barbara, willremain for
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met Fri
the street What he was breakfasttng
® month's vacation with her parents an extended visit
day afternoon with Mrs. Nettie Milan.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morse and
Mrs. David Massie of Augusta has
on wa* about two thirds of a fried ' Mr. and Mrs. E. O Carver, returned
hi* sister. Mrs Dora Miller of been guest of friends here and in
egg that someone had thrown into Mondav to resume her studies at the if ms
Yale School o' Nursing In New Haven j Waldoboro were in town Sunday and Minturn.
the street. After I got by, Mr Bird
Capt Leroy Ames was home from calling *n friends.
Mrs. Olive Walker of Rockland and
tore into the yolk of the egg. and
j Vinal Kllleran of Thomaston was Mrs Oeorge Wallace of Bath are
finally he flew away with the egg to North Haven 'hit week
Quests at Rockawav Inn include I a visitor Sunday at the home of Mr spending two weeks with their father.
consume It at his leisure without
Mr and Mrs C. K Schultz and Mr and Mrs. Wardell MacFarland.
John Stanley.
Interruption.
Bird Jameson was a Rockland
Addison Parker arrived home Sun
You know how we all believe in the and Mrs. S. S Bechtal. of Pennsyl
visitor Friday.
rule-of-ithree. callers, accidents, et vania
day. after being a patient In Knox
Miss P! yllls Nelson went Monday
Myron Chase and son and Mrs Hospital for several weeks.
cetera. It remained for me to ob
Mamie Chase were recently calling
serve from our front piazza during to Squirrel Island.
Mrs. Grace Johnson is a'sistlng
Miss Carrie Pendleton of Brook on friends in this locality.
my sojourn there after supper, the
Mrs. Cleveland Dunham during the
Miss Phyllis Prior was guest Satur summer season.
crowning event of the day a black line, Mass. is at l"'Ck cottage.
Miss Allegra Ingerson returned day of Miss Frances Cook.
cat with a hunk of watermelon rind
fully six inches long, and three inches Monday to Augusta.
LIBERTY
Mr. and Mrs Samuel Kneeland and
wide, in her mouth making for her
Mr
and
Mrs.
Robert
Weatherbv
who
domicile across the street. Believe
C H. Wellington who has employ
it or not! I am one of those poor have been guests of Mr and Mrs. E
ment in Monmouth, is at home for
mortals who don’t never see nothin' C. Macintosh, returned Monday to
a few weeks.
Llncom.
when they are out.
The Sewing Circle will meet Aug.
N.CG. 2
6 with Mrs. Frans Leyonborg. This
Somerville. Mass.. July 27
FRIENDSHIP
organization will hold It* Summer
Charles Cook of New Hampshire
sale Aug. 14. with the usual 5 o'clock
P. S—Incidentally. I gave Buddie
supper followed by a fish pond and
Pigeon a bath. When he is clean Is passing a vacation at the home of
his breast is white, but he got it Mr. and Mrs. Charles Murphy
FUNERAL DIII6T0K3 sale of useful and fancy articles. At
The Methcdist Ladies Aid will pre
8 o’clock Mrs M L. Knowlton will
dirty, so it was gray. We keep a
present an entertaining program.
shallow, glass dish with a handle, sent a musical comedy “Listen to
Recent visitor* «» ‘he C. H 3ir!ey
full of water on the front piazza, so Me." u. <'e- the direct tn jf ’Uss
Davis business is obtained about 90% home were Mr. and Mrs. 8 A. Har
he can get a drink anytime. We drop Doris Kingston of Boston, Aug. 1-2
peanuts, shelled, in the water and he in the Friendship Playhouse. It Is through the satisfaction it has given riman of Palmer. Mass ; Mrs. Ellen
Harriman. Searsmont; Mrs. Harry
goes into his eyes after them. He expected to prove one of the most
others.
Wheeler and son. Lowell. Mass ; Mrs.
was near the water dish, so I got it absorbing entertainments yet offered
Bernard Turner and daughter of
by the handle and threw it on his in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Heber Poland of It is a Service that a family always Augusta: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bark6.
breast. Surprised him some, but he
Loudville were guests Sunday of Mr.
was cleaner after thf bath.
Montvllle.
feel secure in recommending; they
and Mrs. K. E. Thompson.
Mrs. Smith of Bangor Is guest of
Read “The Manager's Sale" adver
Capt. and Mrs. Perley Lawry of really take pleasure in so doing be Mrs. J. W. Harriman.
tisement on Page 7, this issue. This Portland have been visiting Capt.
Dr. Frans Leyonborg and daughter,
cause they know we will stand back
is the great money saving event on Lawry's mother, Mrs. Charlena
Clara, are taking a trip to the doctor's
100% of their recommendation.
foods for the year of the A. & P. Lawry.
old home in Sweden.
Stores—adv.
Orris Cook and daughter Frances
A series of revival services will be
were Rockland visitors last Thursday.
held at the Baptist Church beginning
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Simmons
Aug. 11. The pastor. Rev. Harold
Why suffer tortures from Rheum*
tlsm. Sciatica, Neurttla, Muscular
and son, Mrs. Carrie Lawry and two
Nurter. will be assisted by Rev. J. R.
Wl,en
children were guests Sunday of Mr.
Cockrell of Vlncentown, N. J. Rev.
THOMASTON 192
will brlnx almoet initaot rellefT
and Mrs. Roscoe Simmons at Forest
Mr. Cockrell is well known In this
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORK
171 Male St., opposite Knox County
Lake.
vicinity, having had charge of the
Trust Ce., Rockland
ID7MAIN STREET
Miss Doris Kingston and Llewellyn
Liberty and South Montvllle churches
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
M centa
ll-Tb-tf
THOMASTON,MAINE
Oliver were in Rockland Wednesday
for several months last year.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Fraud
6-Com« Into view
11- Epoeht
12- Lleten
16-Scottleh language
16- Polleemen (slang)
17- Repote
18- Explrtt
10-Ferm animal
20- Pronoun
21- Exlete
23- Ne (Scot.)
24- A beverage
25- Uee needle and
thread
27-Tlme period
SO-Try
33- Negetlv*
34- 0eeupy a teat
36-Part of the foot
S7-Put on
36-Comblnlng form.
Far
41- Egyptlan god
42- Agrttt
46-Ants
49-Sellor
•O-Oeean

1

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
S1-Revenue (abbr.)
54- Father
55- Superlatlve suffix
56- Hewallan garland
58-Eleetrie (abbr.)
(O-He«rt of anything
62- Lowly
63- A continent
64- Brlnk
66-ln the cat* of (Law)
66- Leaeed
67- Qulet

VERTICAL (Cent.)
22-8erl*e
24-Prepoeiilon
26-Full of water
28- 3topi
29- Cry of * dove (pi.)
30- Contum«d
31- Oreiter
32- A fuel
35-Pronoun
38-L*c* material
40-Ranters
42- A debt overdue and
unpaid
VERTICAL
43- Doze
1- Rota
44- Tr*cked
2- Greek god
46- Joln*d
3- Cover*
47- Mother
4- A letter
48- 0Id musical Instru
5- FII*m*nte
ment
6- Pelnter
52- Otherwle*
7-8uff1x meaning
53- A blood vessel
footed
53- Unlt of work
54- Smooth (Phon.)
8- lrtland (poet.)
9- On the ocean
57-G*ln
10-Be Indignant at
59-Fellne
13-At all tlmea (contr.) Il-Ordnane* Department (abbr.)
14-B*eaut*
<2-Wlr* measure
20-A fowl
(Solution to Previous Pu

NOTICE TO MARINERS

The Superintendent of IJghthouses. i
8outh Portland Maine announces the '
following changes In buoyage will be .
made about August 6. 1935:
Blue Mill Bay—Eastern PassageStaples Ledge Buoy will be movrd
Into 70 feet 3U miles. 232'j degrees I
from Bas* Harbor Head Lighthouse •
changed to a black lst-cla*s special i
can and numbered IA.
Merchants Row — Mid-channel J
Ledge Buoy will be painted red and J
numbered 2.
1 Vlnalhaven—Southwest Approach—:
! Channel Ledge Buoy will be moved'
into 30 feet 600 yards. 115 degrees
from Heron Neck Llghthou'e painted |
red and reamed Heron Channel
' ^dKe Bu°V
West Penobscot Bay—Approach
from Matlnicus Rock—Foster Ledges
Buoy will be moved into 40 feet 2*4
miles. 277 degrees from church cupola
on Matlnicus Island, painted red and
numbered 6
West Penobscot Bay—Laireys Island
North Ledge Buoy will be moved into
20 feet 200 yards. 39H degrees from
north point of Cedar Lsland. painted
black and renamed Laireys Island
Buoy 1.
St Oeorge River—Jenks Ledge Buoy
will be painted red and numbered 2.1
Goose Rock Ledge Buoy will be painted black and numbered 1. and Oa\ ,
Island Ldege Buoy 1 will be discon
tinued.
Muscongus Bay — Harbor Island
Rock Buoy will be moved into 36 feet,
2200 yards. 319 degrees from Frank
lin Island Lighthouse, painted red
and numbered 2
Garden Island
South Ledge Buoy 2 will be discon
tinued.
Meduncook River and Friendship
Harbor Martin Point Buoy 1 will be
painted red and numbered 8. Jame
son's Point Ledge Beacon will be
painted red. Murphy Ledge Beacon
will be painted black.
Brown's Head Ledge Buov will be
moved Into 30 feet. 1800 yards. 301
degrees from north point of Haddock
Island, painted red and renamed
Brown's Head Buoy 4.

CHILD

(AND mt SCHOOL
•r o»
Wfw
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c. niLAto
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School Promotiont
Tt is becoming increasingly more
difficult to justify the annual pro
motion scheme used by most school
systems. Educators recognize the
fault* and they're
looking around for •
substitute.
Parent* can help
at home by not plac
ing so much emphasia upon the impor
tance of promotion.
Making it appear to
be a “life and death” matter ia dangeroua. It becomes the horrible
monster of the nightmare. Some
thing terrible to be feared. No
child can be happy or do good work
with such a mental hazard. He
comee to think of promotion aa •
mean* of escaping a parent'* wrath
or some dreadful mark of inferior
ity for life.
After all, the annual promotion
is just another tradition, merely a
custom inherited from the past.
We shouldn't let it mean so much
if we would be fair to the child.
June may close the school year, but
let it go at that. It’* the begin
ning of the summer vacation. In
September go on as though there
had been no break. Education nev
er stops, whether school is open or
closed. Let each child go as fast
as he can. Help him to do his beat.
But let’s stop making him feel that
promotion is the ONE great objec
tive of education and life.
In hit nert article Dr. Ireland
will thnw how tummer play may
be uteful at well aa entertaining.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, I»Ie
au Haut, Swan’s Island and Frenchboro
(Subject to change without notice)
(Eastern Standard Time)

SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
“STEAMER NORTH HAVEN"
Effective June 20th To September 15th, Inclusive
Read Down
DAILY
DAILY
EXCEPT Sunday
EXCEPT Sunday
SUNDAY Only
SUNDAY Only
P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
2.15
8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
7.15
Ar. 12.00 7.00
3.30 9.05 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Lv. 10.00 5.00
5.15
4.40 10.10 Lv. STONINGTON.
Lv. 11.00 6.00
6.15
11.10 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
Lv. 9.00
4.15
Read Up

DAILY
EXCEPT
SUNDAY

VINALHAVEN LINE
"STEAMER W. 8. WHITE"

Sunday

Only
A.M. P.M. A.M.

5.00 2,15 R.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
6.15 3.30

9.15

Ar. VINALHAVEN,

DAILY
EXCEPT
SUNDAY

AM. P.M.
Ar. 9.45 5.45
Lv. 8.30 4.30

Sunday
Only

I
Every-Other-Day
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With Extension Agents
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU
Agriculture
According to the July poultry
situation prepared by R. N. Athevton of the Extension Service and
sent each month to poultrymen in
the county, there have been some
changes since the June report There
has been a slight Increase in eggs
received In the four large markets,
but not as many as the five-year
average. The July 1 storage situa
tion shows a 15 per cent decrease as
compared with last year, and over
a million less cases than the fiveyear average. In comparing the
number of eggs to buy a Bushel of
com. Maine Is In a favorable position. I
The figures as given by Mr. Atherton j
are: Maine 3.7, dozens. Mid-west 4.0,
and Par-west 4.3.
, * • •
John Kastanowskl of North Whitefield reports Increased egg produc
tion from his year-old birds as soon
as he had transferred them from the
laying house to an open air shelter.
• • • •

during the summer without using a
large amount of grain. He had a
small flock of hens last winter that
did exceptionally well. He has now
started to build a hen house In his
barn which will accommodate 600
hens. He figures that with 700 hens
and ten cows with the plan that he
is following now. he can show good
returns from his farming business.
• • • •
Poultrymen should not forget the
poultry school at the University of
Maine. Orcno, Aug. 12-13. Programs
may be obtained from Co-Agent
Wentwortn at Rockland.
• • • •
Latest hatchery report Indicates
that there was a big Increase in num
ber of chicks hatched In June as
compared with other years, there
being an increase of 71 per cent of
eggs set and 79 per cent chicks
hatched for the month as compared
with 1934.
• • • •

Improvements In their pasture will
be made next year by A. J. Jean and
Charles Tibbetts of Whitefield.
• • • •
Charles Grinnell of Liberty has a
fine piece of Katahdln potatoes. He
feels that this new potato Is going to
prove a good one for Knox-Lincoln
County. I', is free of disease, good
ylelder, and a nice looking potato j
for the market.

With the Homes
Nobleboro recently gave a play at
the Orange hall under the leadership
of Mrs. Ruth French. As result of
this play the local Farm Bureau con
tributed 16 toward the Maine Farm
Bureau Scholarship Fund.
This
scholarship fund Is to assist some
deserving boy or girl In completing
their college work In agriculture or
home economics at the University of
Maine.

J. Carleton Adams of Boothbay
has made adjustments In his farming
operations under the direction of the
Extension Service of the University of
Maine, which have ptoved a great
help to him. His pastures are now
supplying enough feed for his cows.

Aug 5, Hortense Welch, home demontration agent from Twin county,
will give a radio talk from WCSH.
at 1250 p. m Her tallTwlll also be
broadcasted from Bangor WLBZ. at
1145 a. m Aug. 8. a York County
homemaker gives a radio talk on

"aim"
The Perfect .Tea for

ICED TEA

111

THAT AFTERNOON NO WONDER I'VE BEEN HEARING
SO MUCH ABOUT RINSO. IT GETS!
CLOTHES 4OR 5 SHADES WHITER]
AND BRIGHTER THAN I COULD
SCRUB THEM. THEY'LL ILAST
LONGER NOW. TOO
TJINSO gets clothes the whitestyon
JX ever saw—without scrubbing or
boiling. Thrifty Rinso gives a lot of
creamy suds—tvtn in hardnt wattr.
_____
This "no-scrub" method saves the
clothes from being scrubbed threadbare—spares
your hands. The makers of 34 famous washers
recommend Rinso. Grand for dishwashing.
Tested and approved by Good Housekeeping
Institute. Most women buy the BIG package.
A raoDucT or uvaa aaoTHaas co._________

AMERICA'S BIGGEST-SELLING PACKAGE SOAP

"The Home Atmosphere.” The time
of this broadcast Is 12 noon. WLBZ,
and 12 50 WCSH.
• • • •
The Children's Traveling Case of
garments and patterAs is scheduled
for Boothbay from Aug 2 to Aug. 7,
and will go to the homes of Mrs.
Carrie Reed, Mrs Carrie Stover. Mrs
William Goodale. Mrs. Lottie Butler,
Mrs, Pauline Lowery and Ida Reed.
From Aug. 10 to Aug. 15 the box will
be In Edge comb at Mrs. Molly Sher
man's and Mrs. Rena Dodge's homes.
• • • •
"Keeping the House Clean" Is the
subject of two leader meetings to be
held Tuesday. Aug. 6. Mrs. Frank
Calderwood and Mrs Fred Kenniston are In charge of the Union meet
ing
Mrs. Nina Carroll and Mrs.
Marion Richards are the leaders of
the Rockport meeting.
• • • •

4-H Club Notes

Mrs. Edith Ieavltt of Sanford Is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Cora Chap
man.
A street dance was held Wednesday
evening in the business section, the
proceeds to be used for new books for
the Public Library.
The 85th birthday anniversary of
Mrs Susan Benner was observed last
Thursday by the Community Garden
Club of which she is a member. The
meeting, which was well attended,
was held at the home of Miss Fran
ces Achorn. Mrs. Benner was the
recipient of a large birthday cake
made by Miss Edna M. Young.
Mr and Mrs L T Weston passed
the weekend in Bangor.
Harvey Lovell and John H. Lovell
have been guests of the Ralph Lovells
In Sanford. On their return they
were accompanied by Miss Marilyn
Lovell.
Mrs. Evelyn Halloran and daugh
ter of Pomfret. Conn., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Alden Waltz.
Mrs. Frances M. Knowles of
Chelsea. Mass . Is passing a vacation
with Mrs. Jessie Achorn
Mrs. Asa Buskey and Douglass
Buskey of Fitchburg. Mass., have
been visiting Mrs Roscoe L. Benner.
Mrs. Harold Warning and son
Billie have been visitors In Portland.
Miss Etta Glldden and Sam Olidden of Charlestown. Mass., were In
town recently enroute to their camp
at Martin's Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Loring Clark and
| daughter and Mrs. Carrie Hassner of
Portland are visiting relatives here
■ and at Dutch Neck.
Mrs. Lillian Frost. Mrs. Ina Keene
J and Miss MildreA Palmer of Bath

The Orff's Comer Bean Boys of
Orffs Comer, at their last meeting
had as guest speakers Mr Bradbury
and Mr Curtis, two game wardens
who spoke on game laws and licenses.
Thirteen club members were present
and five visitors at the home of Al
bert Elwell, local leader.—Club sec were visiting In town Sunday.
retary, Calvin Elwell.
I. S Bailey of Brookline. Mass., who
• • • •
has passed a vacation here and at
A public demonstration by the Weld returned Wednesday.
A daughter was born Monday to
Sheepscot 4-H Club will be held at
| the Methodist Church vestry, Aug. 3, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Hilton at Mrs.
Marjorie Doe will represent the sew Verna Little's Nursing Home.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Colwell are
ing girls with the demonstration of
making panties using the pattern occupying the upper tenement in the
recommended by Miss Spaulding. John Storer house on Friendship
State clothing specialist. Audrey street.
Charles Crowell, who has been pro
Vemey will demonstrate how to set
moted to lieutenant at the CM.T.C.
table for the cooking and housekeep
at Fort McKinley, has for the third
ing girls. Each club member will
consecutive year been awarded the
have her project work exhibited at
Babe Ruth bat and ball for being the
this time. Visitors are invited to atmost outstanding baseball player In
( tend this meeting—Club secretary.
camp.
] Marjorie Doe.
Alden Gross, 83. died Sunday at hLs
• • • •
home on Dutch Neck. He is survived
A 4-H Club tour of the Lucky Boys by his wife. Mrs. Caroline Gross; a
of South Thomaston started at the son. Granville Gross of this town and
home of Mrs A. F. Sleeper, local two daughters, Mrs. Lena Miller of
leader. July 27. Miss Clark, being Waldoboro and Mrs Alice McConnell
present for the tour, took the leader of Bath. Funeral services were held
and club members to inspect the dif Tuesday Interment was In Dutch
ferent projects as follows: Garden Neck cemetery.
of Enclo Laakonsen; poultry man
agement. Carl Rogers: chick raising.
MARTINSVILLE
Parker Jackson; garden. Gordon
Crowley; chick raising. Ralph Tyler;
Richard Routledge of Needham.
poultry management. Edwin Tyler; Mass. is sjiending a vacation with his
pig raising Warren Ulmer; and family at their cottage.
poultry management. Robert Ulmer.
Mrs Charles Whitmore of Rock
Both gardens and other projects in land was recent guest of her sister
spected showed good progress with Mrs. Oscar Stanley.
Miss Frances Stanley Is employed
much work accomplished on the
by Mrs E. H. Barter
club member's part.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carlin are
guests at the Wayside.
APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. and Mrs. Lee R. Tyler of Wol
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thorndike and laston Mass., visited last week with
daughter of Camden were guests their cousins. Mrs. Cecil Andrews and
Mrs Harold Hupper.
Sunday at L. N. Moody's.
Mrs Rav Rood Allen Is in New
Francis Spragpe and family of
York city for a few days.
Jamaica Plain, Mass., were weekend
Mrs. Albert Robinson entertained
visitors at Elmer Sprague's.
at tea last Friday afternoon. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gushee, Miss Joel Hupper. Mrs John Lowe. Mrs.
Florence Gushee of Massachusetts Fred Eager Mrs Harriett Noble, Mrs.
and Miss Rosa Gushee of New York Sidney Chase Mrs. Harold Hupper
city were callers Sunday on their and Miss Marjorie Hupper.
cousin Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert.
Major Hamilton and family of
Mr. and Mrs. Craig and four chil Massachusetts arc occupying Clar
dren of Rhode Island are guests of ence Dwver'r cottage
Mrs. W N Hooper of Rockland
their daughter Mrs. Alice Craig
and daughters. Mrs. Lester Spencer
Watson and family.
and Mrs. Hiram Crie. visited Thurs
Misses Gladys" and Doris Sprague
day at their home here.
of Jamaica *Plain, Mass., are at the
• • • •
home of their aunt, Azuba Sprague,
Zenws Prase
on a visit.
The death of Zenas Pease, one of
Arch Leavitt and Mrs. kellie John the oldest and most highly regarded
son were calling at the homes In this citizens of this community, caused
vicinity Saturday inspecting for a sorrow to residents here. Hi' death
resulted from Injuries sustained from
fire insurance company.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert. Fannie an unmanageable car. A native of St
Gushee. Maude Fuller. Ruth Arring Oeorge. he loved ships and at an
ton and Muriel Robbins were Rock early age learned the trade of ships
caulker. With the demise of ship
land visitors recently.
A surprise birthday basket filled building. he turned to farming as a
with gifts was presented to Mrs. livelihood.
He is survived by his wife. SoAlice Watson Sunday morning by
phronie
iHuoner) Pease: two daugh
friends and was much appreciated.
There were gifts to last through the ters. Mrs. Wallace Watts and Mrs.
William Thompson; four grandchil
entire day. drawing one each quarter
dren Mrs Gardner Wall, Miss Mar
hour.
guerite Watts. Maurice Thompson
Miss Rita Cullen has returned to
and Arthur Thompson; two great
Massachusetts after several weeks'
grandchildren. Albert Thompson and
visit at A. H. Moody's.
Vivian Thomp'on
Funeral services were held from
the home. Interment was In the
EAST UNION
Ridge cemetery.
Mr anti Mrs. E. J. ."iy«in of Rock
land were callers Friday evening in
NORTH WARREN
this vicinity.
x
Mr. and Mrs. John Oracle, son.
Mr and Mrs. C. G Hovt of South
Union visited Sunday with May George, and daughters. Florence and
Agnes and a friend, arrived Sunday
Robbins.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Grant of morning at the home of Mr. Oracle's
Boston are passing a vacation at the mother. Mrs. Cla-i Grach'. The two
home of Mrs. Grant’s mother, Mrs. daughters will remain for a two
weeks’ visit, the others ir the parly
Carrie Wentworth.
Nevcral Spear of Rhode Island was returning tp Stafford Springs, Conn.,
recent guest of his uncle. Fred Spear. the first of the week.
nite O^k Grange plans ro cleMrs. Annie Goff was recently quite
111 at the home of her sister. Mrs brate Its 60th anniversary Aug. 16.
Miss Helen Robinson who has been
Lottie Brayton, bui is recovering and
is now with her nephew Frank Goff, visiting Mrs. Charles Erickson, re
turned Sunday to Ellsworth.
iu Union.

UNION

Page Five
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“VACATION
DAYS”

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nevers of
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Clarke and
Miss Lgura Robbins were visitors In 8omervllle. Mass. have arrived at
their cottage for the remainder of
Augusta Saturday.
Jhe summer.
Quests recently registered at Ye
“I don't attribute my good health
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rivers, who have
Green Arbour are: Mr. and Mrs.
to just out-of-door exercise. A
been
guests
of
their
brother,
Weston,
Vincent Ignlco. Medford. Mass ; Mr.
lot of the credit goes to delicious
and Mrs. H. M. Lacher. Syracuse, returned Friday to Marblehead.
Shredded Wheat.”
Mass. This is Mr Rivers' first visit
N. Y.; Paul Vanlnle. New Bedford.
Shredded Wheat gives you a
here for eight years. They passed
perfect balance of vital health
Mass.; Mr. and Mrs Forest W. Hay
last winter in Florida.
elements. It’s whole wheat,
wood, Portland; Mr. and Mrs.
Wan-e-set Inn has several guests
Nature’s most favored cereal
Archie Kimball. Haverhill. Mass.
registered and more are expected.
grain —nothing added, nothing
Mrs. Raymond Danforth who re
taken away.
Rlohard Wagle of Attleboro. Mass.,
mains quite 111, Is being cared (or by
is guest of his aunt for a few weeks.
her mother Mrs. Carrie Clark.
Richard Peterson of Portland
Mrs. Albert Jones and son Frecvisited his family over the weekend
mont of Needham. Mass., arrived
at the Fuller nomestead.
Saturday for a two weeks' vacation
Mrs R. J MacKenzle Is cn'rtatnat the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
ing guests .it her cottage
Jones.
A daughter
is wt last week '□
hrep»“*"£»’
Raymond Danforth lost a valuable Mr and MM Kens’er Hawkins
work horse recently.
Mildred Morse is passing a vacation
I. Poust and family have rented at the home of her father.
the upper flat of the W. A. Bessey
The play entitled “New Faces"
A ill (or the pntagc thoving the picture of
house tor the summer.
presented July 25-26 in Odd Fellows
Niagara Falla and the red N BC. Uneeda Seal
hall
was
largely
attended
and
a
large
Irving Mathews and Merton Pay'NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY “Unaada taken”
son motored to South Windham Sat sum was realized for Ithe Puritan
urday for the weekend On return Rebekah Lodge under whose auspices
they were accompanied by Mrs. It was given The cast, all home
CLARRY HILL
Mathews and son Bobby who have talent, was of this composition: Cynthia Moore of Kansas City, who
been guests the past week of Mrs. Jim Hamilton. Ralph Wilson; Mr. have been at Ridge Rock cotta?*
Mrs. Lucy Clarry has employment
Hamilton, Herbert Hawkins; Jane during July, returned Monday to N-»
Merton Payson.
at Sunset Camps, Jefferson.
Lee. Adele Hawkins; Olorla Bishop. York city.
Mrs. Harriet Foster and son Billy Ruth Barter; Sue. Marion Wallace;
Mr and Mrs Foster Mank and
Mr and Mrs Wiitls Wilson recen'iy
arrived Saturday to visit Mr. and i Horace. Charles O Johnson; Murphy. motored to Cadll’ac Mountain with children of North Waldoboro visited
Mrs. W. H. Pevear.
relatives here recently.
Roy Meservey; Mr. Perkins. Archie Mrs. Charles Whitrno’-s.
Miss Dorothy Clarry. with friends,
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Berthel who MacLaughlin; Grant, Douglas Auld:
Mr and Mrs. Hatton Wilson and
have been visiting the past week with Mrs Vantwitter. Josie J Conary; son Leslie, were visitors in town attended a dance last Thursday
night at Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Orlnnell. re Kiddo. Ruth Morse
recently.
Mrs Eva Robbins has entered the
Rupert Olles of Melrose. Mas'.. Is
turned Saturday to Melrose, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Colby B. Kalloch and
Mrs Herbert Bowes has returned daughter, Nancy Lee of New Rochelle spending a few we?ks al Nelson Maine General Hospital, in Portland,
N. Y recently visited at the home of Oardlner'.' and calling on friends in for surgical treatment.
from a visit at Edgecomb.
H F Kalloch when enroute to Fort the village
• Mrs Florence Donnelly of Dor
Mrs. Henry Ames and Mrs.
Clayton Hunnewell passed the chester. Mass., visited friends here
Fairfield to visit with Mr Kaljoch's
Clarence Leonard gave a tea Friday
father. Dr. Herbert F Kalloch. They weekend at the Morris' Tea Room
recently.
afternoon in honor of the latter's
Miss Flora Thrasher who has been
will stop here again. Aug 2, on their
Mrs. Emma Jackson Is having her
house guest. Mrs Helen Leonard
guest of Mrs Nannie Wheeler the stable shl’igled by Alexander Walreturn trip.
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnson and
Mr and Mrs. W. F. Riley and past three months, has returned to lentus and sop.
daughter Janet of Manchester. N. H., daughter. Doris, arrived Friday for a East Milton. Mass.
Mrs Clara Whitney of North War
were recent guests of Dr and Mrs vacation and are occupying the Wat
ren visited relatives In this place
M C. Stephenson.
son Barter house.
SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND recently.
Mrs Feme Rice is visiting with
Mr and Mrs R M. McKinley and
Misses Susie and Lettie Storer of
daughters Betty and Ruth are visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R R.
North Waldoboro were recent guests
Mrs
Herbert Thoms'en
and
Pierson
ing relatives In Presque Isle.
of friends here.
daughter
Mildred
of
Utica.
N
Y
John
Mathews
and
famllv
of
Bel

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes, with
Mrs Sadie Kelley visited friends
have
arrived
at
their
cottage.
The
Mr. and Mrs. Perley 81mmons. en mont, Mass. arrived Saturday at
at the Common last Friday.
joyed a clam bake Sunday on Dix their summer home. Mr. Mathews re Tides, for the season
Miss Irene Davidson of Waldoboro
turning Sunday. He will rejoin the
Island.
Mr. and Mrs Oeorge P Campbell of passed last Thursday evening with
The annual picnic of American Le group next Saturday for his annual Marblehead. Mass., and Misses Lsabel relatives here.
gion and Auxiliary will be held Sun vacation.
and Dorothea Walts of Waldoboro
Mrs Alma Lamont visited relatives
Mr. and Mrs Maynard Wheeler of
day at Belfast Park, if stormy the
were guests Saturday at The Cen here last Friday.
New Jersey are spending a month
next fair Sunday.
tury.
Miss A M Ross has been caring
with Mrs Nannie Wheeler.
Mrs. Harriet Poster of Rutherford.
for Mrs. Eva Robbins during her ill
Willis Wilson was a weekend visi
After spending three weeks at ForN J., with her son Billy and daugh
ness.
tor at his home here.
rert Maynard's cottage. Rev H O
ter Avery are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Florence Wiley of North War
Mrs Robert W Carry of Marble Robson and family returned Satur
W E Pevear
ren Is visiting Miss Winifred
head. Mass has been guest of Mrs day to East Milton, Mass.
Harry Gushee of New York called
Whitney.
Elmer Allen for several days. She
on friends in town recently.
Contractor Percival Sawver of
was Joined by Mr Carry Saturday
Friends are congratulating Algy
Camden Is building an addition to
and together they returned home
SOUTH WARREN
Linscott and Edna Hannon who were
the 8tanlev Maynard cottage
Sunday.
married Saturday.
Mrs Lucretia McNeal of Thom
Mr. and Mrs. William Oilbert went
Rev and Mrs. Perley Miller visited
Vernon House of New York is em
to their home in Medfield Tuesday aston Is visiting her sister. Mrs. L.
In Franklin last week
ployed at Jones' Sanitarium for a
R Bucklin.
The supper and sale at the church and returned Thursday.
short time.
Kathryn Maxey is visiting in Jef
vestry soonsored bv the Ladles Sew
Mr and Mrs Rolfe Buras who are
Mrs. Milton Stephenson and
ferson.
ing Circle was well patronized and occupying the Pales cottage made an
daughter Jeannette spent Friday at netted a goodly sum.
Hudson Anderson of Auburn was
enjoyable trip Sunday to Swan's
Clark Island. Others in the party
weekend guest of his cousin Mrs. R.
Prof and Mrs. Edwin Rollins of Island
included Miss Mabel Brannon and I Somerville, Mass., at*, "Mrs. Edith
E. Cutting.
Mrs. Hudson Ames who has recent
Miss Katherine Brikensop both of Pearson of Weymouth. Mass., were
Miss Clsra Penny who has been
West Virginia; Dr. Mildred Tuttle caller« Saturday on H F. Kalloch ly been a patient at Knox Hospital, spending a three weeks' vacation at
Is gust at Rockledge Inn.
of Camden. N J.; and Miss Clara : and family.
the home of L. R Birklin, returned
Tuttle of Rockland.
Charles Wilson of Patterson. N. J.,
Mrs. Leila Creighton of Milton Friday to Bronxville. N Y
Mr. and Mrs K C. Pales and Mr.
ha been guest at Wan-e-set Inn for j Ma s., formerly of South Union was
j a recent visitor at Mrs. Stella Perry's and Mrs. Alvah Spear attended the
! I wo weeks.
WEST WALDOBORO
Misses Katherine and Margaret I cottage, the Friendly Home, on banquet given recently by the mem
Hill of New York city and their niece. ' Spruce Point road.
bers of the Augusta American Legion.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Sheffield. Mrs.
Milton Ware and son of Worcester,
Mass., were recent guests of Mrs.
Viola Kuhn and Owen Winslow.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
and two daughters were Rockland
visitors Friday.
Miss Rosalind Kaler. a student
nurse of Portland, spent last Thurs
day with her parents Mr. and Mrs
Walter Kaler.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winchen
bach were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Freelon Vannah at South Wal
doboro.
Wanted > Af-lr*’-’
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Mills and two
If it's been some time since you’ve
sons were visitors in St. Oeorge re
used Gulf, try it 3 weeks—tens give
cently.
us your verdict.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kelley and
Try it io trsffic. Starts. Crawls.
daughter of Warren, R. I., have been
Get-aways. Climbs. There's no fairer
test—and we think you’ll confirm a
at Mr. and Mrs. Frank David’s for a
recent judgment.. i
visit.

SHREDDED
|A>U C AT
B

try Gulf 3 weeks
IN THE "TRAFFIC COURT

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Standish and
son were Friendship visitors recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach,
daughters Ida and Eleanor, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Waltz, daughters. Mary
and Ruth. Mrs. Fannie Waltz, and
Misses Martha and Sadie Winchen
bach enjoyed a picnic Sunday at
Pemaquid Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Savage of New
Hampshire are guests of Mrs. Sav
age's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benja
min French.

GLENCOVE
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Murphy of
Friendship Misses Gladys and Mabie
Fernald of Thomaston. Mrs. Lela
Creighton of Milton, Mass., and Miss
Florence Thurston of Union were
callers Sundav at Msr. Helen Hall's.
Maurice- Gordon and Jack Miller
of Boston are passing a few weeks
vacation at Hea View Cabins.
Aldiverd Robbins of Appleton is
visiting his p-andmotheMrs. Eva
Kenney for a week. Cliff >rd Mc
Donald is bearding at Mrs. Kenney’s.
Miss Ada Hall returned Sunday ly
boat to Boston, after a visit with her
mother, who has been ill sescral
weeks.

780 Turned fudge*
We went to 750 owners of average cars—asked them to judge Gulf
against their regular brands on
mileage, starting, pick-up, power,
all-around performance.

OuHW.nth-V.rd'ctf
At the end of the trial, 7 nut af to
rated Gulf tuptriar an ant ar mart af
tht S cauntt—merry an ullfivt.

Reason? Controlled refining
makes Gulf ) gaad gatalmtt in ant.
Gives it not only 2 or 3—but aUJiva
qualities of a perfect gasoline.
Try That Good Gulf J weeks—
and you'll be an addict!

GULF REFINING COMPANY
What tip on “pickup”
can cut down gasoline
bills? You’ll find the
answer in this Gulf
Booklet, plus 14 other
valuable economy
hints. Frtt—atthe Sign
of the Orange Disc.

THAT GOOD GULF GASOLINE

//
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Special

SALE

of Genuine

CAMDEN

' AT C AMDEN NEXT WEEK

THOMASTON

Helen Stetson, 15. reported missing,
spent the night in her grandfather's
barn where she was found the next
day.
Miss Ednah Watts enterialnen her
club. Laugh-a-Lot, at supper W“Gnesday In the Episcopal hall.
XI:.- Oalen Eustis and children of
Waterville are guests of Mrs. EustU’
j day evening.
mother. Mrs Blanchard T. Orne.
The Joel Keyes Grant Circle Ladles
In the Twilight League game Wed
MATTR.ESSES
nesday night at Rockland. Thomaston
of the O AR . will hold its sale to
day Thursday, at the Bean residence
won 12 to 10.
Eastern Star Field Day will be
in Monument Square, instead of the 1
Monday a'. Olencove Grange hall,
Bok Amphitheatre as announced
with supper at 6 o'clock. Those at
Rev and Mrs A. E Luce of Bucks
tending are requested t<> take dishes.
port are visiting friends in town
There will be an entertainment and
Mrs J C. Fish recently entertained
dancing in the evening.
the Sextette Club at her home on
Pearl street. Members of the clubs
Mr and Mrs Charles Wochtel. Miss
; arc Mrs Alice Gordon. Warren: Mrs
Lillian Gordon and Miss Annie Rob
Mary Hamilton of Thomaston and
erts who have been house guests of
Cornelia Otis Skinner.
St Petersburg Fla ; Miss Annie Flint
Mr and Mrs Frank Lineken for ten
America's foremost stage figures, will
Rockland; Mrs Nina Gregory. Glen
dhys. returned Wednesday to Jamaica.
appear next Tuesday. Aug. 6. at Cam
Cove; Mrs Nellie Morton of Rock
Long Island.
den Opera House, in original charac
port and Mrs. J. C Fish. Oamden
Miss Frances H Babb and Miss
ter
sketches.
William ,Wlxon of Winthrop.
Priscilla Noddln of Rockland went to
Mass . was calling Tuesday on friends
South Berwick today to attend the
Lee Bates with guitar, harmonica and production of "As the Earth Turns."
in town
Eugene 8haw who has been em songs, was enjoyed. Next Tuesday presented under the direction of
ployed in the Boynton-McKav Phar-j the Belfast and Camden Lions ant! Gladys Hasty Carroll. Pupils of Miss
[ TAPE TIED OR TL'FTLESS—AS YOU PREFER ]
macy is confined to the house by 111- j the Belfast and Camden Rotarlans Babb are taking part In the play.
will hold a joint meeting with the
ness.
A special meeting of the Parent
Mrs Irving Johnson and Mr. and place of entertainment a secret.
AN investment in life-long comfort
STAR
Teacher Association will be held to
Mrs C 8 Smith and child of Mel- j There will be a dancf at Megunti- J night, Thursday, at 7 30. for the pur
FEATURES
il. —at a sensationally low price! The
rose Mass are spending a few days cook Club house Priday evening pose of discussing the proposal to
Hostesses for the home committee arname
RED
CROSS
on
a
mattress
assures
★ Electrically tempered
at Lake Megunticook.
build a new grammar school, and the
Mcel inacr-tpriai uoiu
Dr. Louis Langman of New York Mrs. Clarence T MacNellle. Mrs Roy alternative proposal to remodel the
you the highest quality craftsmanship and
★ A*a*e mtehed iauicity Is guest of his parents. Mr. and C Osgood and Mrs Edwin L. Taylor present structure. These proposals
materials. . . . This Utepnukcr model
lated pad oicr top of
The Yacht Alamo of New York Is
Mrs David Langman.
unit.
are to be passed on by the voters at a
anchored in the harbor.
has a reinforced stitched border to
Mrs. Olivia T Chandler was the
♦ Coils knotted on both
special town meeting Aug 6. and to
J R Prescott and daughters Helen
cods.
prevent stretching under hard usage,
winner of the award at Comlque
night's meeting will give all interest
and Marion of Newtonville. Mass .
★ Taped roll edge.
Theatre
Tuesdav
night
As
she
was
ed citizens an opportunity to hear the
and to increase durability. . . . The
have been spending a few days at the
not present, the amount next week
* Tape tied or tuftless—
pros and cons of both plans.
Perry Homestead.
RED CROSS people have co-operated
as you prefer.
wiU be MO
Mr. and Mrs* John Donald Babb
Thomas J. Watson has returned
★ Fine quality imported
with us to bring you this high-grade,
Mrs Charles Warner Jones of
from a trip abroad and is at his sum - who have been visiting the latter's
panel ticking — in 4
Jersey City. N J . Is a visitor at the
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred I. Babb
lovely colors.
comfortable, long-wearing mattress at a
mer home on Me'vln Heights.
home of her sister. Mrs. John L.
on
Knox street, have returned to
WCustom«taiIorcd
The
C
A.
Richards
family
of
New
bargain price! The imported ticking (a
Tewksbury.
throughout.
York city are at Blueberry Farm, Pittsburgh. Pa., where Mr. Babb is
Mrs L. W Hart entertained the la
hall-mark of higher-priced mattresses)
W Spring edge — the sides
manager of the accident arid health
Melvin Heights for the season
dies of the Congregational 8ociety
can't break down.
is in blue, rose, green, and orchid. Twin,
Rev. Leroy Campbell and family of department of the Aetna Life Insur
Tuesday afternoon at her home at
♦ Automatic spring han*
New Haven. Conn., are passing a few ance Co. Mr and Mrs Babb were
Single, and Full Bed Size.
dies for easy turning.
Melvin Heights
weeks in town Mr. Campbell Is a accompanied by David O. Eaton,
Mrs Finlay Calder Is entertaining
former pastor of the Baptist Church cashier of that company, who has
CUSTOM-BUILT, UPHOLSTERED BOX SPRING
at a lawn party this afternoon at
been on a vacation with his family at
Rtdlac. Trim street.
TO MATCH —AT THE SAME LOW PRICE!
Lucerne-in-Maine.
CLARK
ISLAND
Mrs Arthur Webster was hostess
Rev Mr. Chadbourne will occupy
to the ladies of the Methodist Society
the pulpit at the Baptist Church
Mrs
Harriet
Milquist
and
daugh

Wednesday afternoon at her home on
ter Florence, have returned to Sunday morning speaking on the
I Sea street.
theme "Light of the World." The
' The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs will Hingham. Mass , where they have
anthem by the choir will be "The
hold a picnic Saturday at the IO O F. employment.
Light of the World” by Hamilton
The
school
board
Is
endeavoring
to
Home in Auburn. Several from this
Gray with incidental solos by Alfred
arrange for transportation to Ten
i community will attend.
Tel. 980
Rockland
313-325 Main Street
M Strout and Raymond K Greene.
ants
Harbor
High
School
for
students
Mr and Mrs A U Dougherty mo
The Baotist Choral Society was de
tored Sunday to Camp Pesquasawaais this fail
lightfully entertained Tuesday by
At the vesper service led by the
KNOX POMONA GRANGE
paper. ‘ What Benefit Can Maine where their daughter. Eleanor, is enMrs Carl R Gray at her summer
' rolled They were accompanied by Christian
Endeavor,
the
guest
-------I Agriculture Receive Through Legishome at Pleasant Point. An Ideal
Dcrothy Lord. Freda Burkett and speaker will be Rev Corwin H Olds
day enhanced the enjoyment of the
Knox Pomona meets at Appleton, lation?" Nellie Johnson; reading. Pearl Knight.
of the Congregational Church in
beautiful gardens and the sailing
Aug. 3. Opening address. V. Gurney; I Edith Gurney; singing. Orange
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club Rockland
parties. Buffet supper was served
response. Bemys Jameson; singing. brothers; reading. Ethel Danforth; met at Wadsworth Inn Tuesday
Lewis Hart remains 111 at his home. followed by a musical program. In
Orange; speaker. Frank H. Ingra- three numbers to be furnished by lec- night, and following a fine banquet,
Mrs Myrtle Simmons of Auburn addition to several choral numbers
ham; recitation. Beth Wellman; turer of host Grange, closing song. j an entertainment by Harold Alley and was guest of Mr. and Mrs Charles
i solos were given by Mrs. Raymond
Butler recently.
K Greene. Miss Margaret Simmons,
1
Mr And Mrs. Earie Davis, daughter j Mrs Grace M Strout. Miss Irene
Gertrude and mother. Mrs. Rodney Young. Mr Greene and Mr Patch.
Davis. Mrs John Holman and daugh Other members of the Society and
ter Margaret and son Arthur, all of guests included Rev and Mrs. H S..
Port Clyde were recent visitors at the Kilborn. Edward OB Burgess. Mr
home of Mr. and Mrs Charles Butler. and Mrs Charles M Starrett. Mr. and
The Sunday school held its annual Mrs. Alton Foster and Miss Hester
picnic Monday, with all members Foster. Mrs. Marie Singer. Mrs Hilda
present except three. Games were Keyes. Mrs. Leila Smalley. Mrs. Amy
played and a joyous day passed.
Tripp Mrs Ellis Young- Misses Emily
Young. Katherine Keating Dorothea
GEORGE G. GARDINER
Burkhardt Dorothy Frost. Hazel Hari rison. Carleen Davis. Estelle Moore.
Oeorge Gillespie Gardner of Cam Ruth Butler. Edward B Newcombe.
den died suddenly. Julv 18 at the Dr O F Cushing, Alfred M. Strout.
home of Mrs. Nellie Wescott with Leon R White. William T. Smith Jr.,
whom he had made his home for the j and Frederick Elwell.
’THE PERFECT SLIP”
• • • •
past 13 years.
George A. Moore
Mr Gardner was born in 1873. in
a slip of many uses
Funeral services for George A. Moore
St O< orge. and for many years drove
the mail between Rockland and St. were held Wednesday in the Metho
George Late-, he made his home in dist Episcopal Church. Rev. Hubert
1. For sun-tan back dresses.
Camden where he made many friends. F. Leach of the Federated Church
Masonic services were
For several years he had worked for | officiating.
2. For evening wear.
Eugene Young and was always found : also held and the bearers were mem
efficient and faithful in his labors bers of that lodge, interment was in
3. For sports wear.
He was a member of the Odd Fellows the Thomaston cemetery.
Mr Moore was born in Knox. May
4. For nurses or under all uniforms.
Lodge of St. Oeorge Mr Gardner
was well liked by many for his pleas : 22.1851. He was married to Miss LizI zie T. Burton of this town In 1875,
5. for maternity wear.
ing manner and kindness to each and
everyone. He was especially fond of ' and the couple made their home here
1 45 years ago. Mr. Moore was a house
children.
Mr Gardner leaves four children; carpenter by trade. He joined Arcana
Elizabeth Achorn of Rockland; Cath 1 Lodge. K. of P. and Orient Lodge of
erine Ogier, of New York, Virgil Masons, and also was a member of
Gardner of Camden and Chester the Methodist Episcopal Church. Sev
Gardner of New York. Two grand eral years ago he was badly Injured
children and a number of relatives in a fall from a house roof and for
the past few years had been In ill
also survive.
health.
LAWN-MOWERS sharpened, called for
Mr. Moore is survived by his wife
and delivered. Satisfaction guaranteed,
FEATURES:
CRIB HARDWARE CO. Tel 791, Rock and two nieces.

RED CROSS
Inner + Spring

Miss Lillian Ryan of Belfast was
guest Sunday of Miss Maude M
Thorndike.
Mr and Mrs. Roy Oilley of Hart
ford. Conn., are passing a few weeks
at Simonton.
Regular meeting of Camden Lodge.
Knights of Pythias, was held Mon- i

The Sleepmakei

9

Take Advantage af This Special Offer!

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Introducing—

THE WRAP-AROUND

$150

land

1.

92-tf

Shadow-proofr

2.

Complete freedom of action: you may take a stride as
.long as you wish, with no binding.

3.

Exact hip measurement: made possible by simply mov
ing a button.

4.

Perfect snug fit under tight dresses no matter what type
of figure.

5.

No seams to pull out.

COME IN AND SEE "THE PERFECT SLIP” ON A

MODEL OR BETTER STILL TRY ONE ON YOURSELF

Fuller ' Cobb

INC.
&UCK dowe.s WITH SILVE.'B.zzi'&OP.PER. BRIGANDS*

WARREN BOY DROWNS

In Everybody’s Column
AdvtrtlMmenta In tbU eoluma art to t

____
FOR SALE

- --- —-------- ,

»M
*
4

Urn* ttbm inserted once for 29
Albert Grover, 7, Falls Over Mceeg
<«,
a a ■— a *— a a a a a a K
cqnte. three UttM for 90 cents AdtfP ge
tlonei
llnee
tire------cents,---each----tor----------one time.
---------------_ , a I,k STORY house for sale, ell Io vnoo
board At The Flume — „
10 cents for three times. Six words repeir et 4 Free at Camden, IV room;
meke e line.
i end bath, ehed end eteble. 3-9 acre of
Prone Method Used
lend, extra house lot on Free etreet.
Albert E Grover. Jr., 7, sou of Mr

and Mrs. Albert E Grover of Warreu
was drowned shortly after 2 o'clock
Tuesday oft ri.oon, at the flume of
the Georges River Mills, when lie
slipped off a timber of the head gates
while fishing with a chum. Chester

LEROY S ALUT_________________ 91*9d
TWENTY-THREE FT Power Bon, for
•ale. CHARLES HENDERSON, Thomas
ton
*
MU
FORD one ton truck, fine shape, nice
oak body, good mechanical condition.
CALL 634-M. RockI’AOE of Mem" book loet from cer Cheap for caab
Finder pleew return to THE COURIER land____________________________ 92*94
gazette pau-c
ei«M
WILLYS-SIX Sedan like new Lothrop
VY BLUE thin ecarf loet on Sum- “arl"c engine. 14 h p andla Whippet
NAVY
CltARLES M.,ncJSid
met e8
atf^"d,> X0''n‘X,On
please________________________________
.__________ City._________________________________ 81*94
A CANVAS soap-top bee loet between
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale on
Joseph Adame ebop and 19 Summer St. Pleasant
Si and Camden road. Rock
Saturday.
containing
considerable
electric lights, garage, garden
money, end with owner's name end port,
F
C.
ROBINSON.
Union 8t. Rockport
"Thorndike Hotel" stamped on It Good
92*103-tf
reward If returned to U SUtUUK ST
tt-M
SEVEN ROOM house, barn, henneu.
plenty land, nice view Penobscot bay
BERT CARVER. Beech St. Rockport.
dt-'AAAAAAAAAAAAAR M,
91*96
*
-----------------------* ' 'THE AMOS FIHKE home with acre of
land, one mile from Rorkland on Owl's
Head road House has six rooms in good
• *»****«****«**|3 repair, with fine view ot bay Price and
terms from owner, or address FIBRE
POSITION as chef or order cook want Courier-Gazette
88-tf
ed Rest of references. HORACE PARRY.
OracTst. City. _____ *tf
OAK SIDEBOARD for sale: table, desk,
kitchen chairs, pictures, ladders grind
FIRST-CLAS8 experienced all round stone. auto chains. CALL UPSTAIRS.
cook wanted at a summer hotel Write 29 Oak St.______ ________________ 91*93
M K . care The Courier-Gazette
92*94
SAWED slabs for sale. 91 ft.. IS cord;
MAN wanted for Rawlelgh Route of 900 4 ft Slabs 94 cord
ALFRED DAVIS. 9
families
Write today
RAWLE1OH. Lovejoy St Tel 96 W____________ 92n*4
Dept MEH-748A. Albany. N Y
SINOER SEWING Muchlne and double
S2, 95,98; 101. 104
washbenco
hand
operated
clothes
wringer Both In fine operating con
tear down TEL 84-2 Thomaston
dition, prices reasonable Tel 433-R or
91*93
ROOMERS wanted with or without apply to 94 MECHANIC ST.
board In private family
194 SOUTH
HORSES for sale H A HAFT South
MAIN ST Tel 526-M
02-94 Hope. Me Tel 11-33 Union
97*92
WOMAN Wanted, experienced eook
SHOATS from 39 to 90 pounds for sale;
and housekeeper, family of adults, at also
some nice raspberries
Call and
Camden. Maine, for August Write O. look them over for prices F A KIM
cart The Courier-Gazette
90-92 BALL. 397 Old County Rd Tel. 321-W
WE WILL buy second-hand upright __ ________________________________ 90-92
Hanos BURPEE FURNITURE CO. 391. . One couch bed. dining table, two work■lain St Tel 490
Ing tablet, stands, one couch cover and
lap robe d. hr- and glassware -.,,p jar-,
tool
chest, four gal Jar. one clock, mir
K ♦ ♦ ********e****
rors. six trunks, pictures, and dry goods,
silverware, carpet* and beddlug. Call
‘ ' - on *
u UJLE ST
after 4 o'clock
Sundays

; LOST AND FOUND;
f*T**»*»*--T*t-*»

Spear. Jr., 10 only son of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Spear.
The boy's companion dashed for
help, and Harold D. Sawyer, local un
dertaker. ran down the walk and with
a hook tried to pull out the lad who
bad been dragged by the current and
was resting upon the grating in water
eight feet deep. Suction of the
water prevented extrication and
the wheel was ordered shut down by
Bryan Robinson, mechanic. Henry
Caldrlce. and Boynton Maxey doing
so. Under Dr. Ered G. Campbell's
direction the prone pressure method
was administered by William Dobbins
Judson Garnet, Bryan Robinson. Al
fred Oxton and several others. Time
of immersion was probably Dot much
over ten minutes.
Willing and
anxious hands massaged the child's
limbs for about two hours, but It was
useless, and Dr. H J. Weisman, medi
cal examiner of Rockland, pro
nounced the boy dead at 5 o'clock.
His father and several others stgl
worked however hoping to revive him.
Much praise Is due the Central
____________________________ ae-tf
Maine Power Company men. among _
FOUR foot alaba. 94 per cord delivered
AT SPRUCE HEAD, for rent. I
*‘‘t’
» HAR«^t5
them Earl Sukeforth. Carl Stevens, InCOTTAGE
qulelt location, just thoroughly reno- " PEASE Box 170, Warren, Me
94-99
and W E Bn wn. Stevens being a vated. completely fundehed. good wall
WHY NOT buy your lumber direct
water. 190 yards from shore, reasonable from the manufacturer and save? Also
member of the first aid crew They rent Available August 13. Inquire R B wood from 91 up. L» A. PACKARD
89-tf j RF D . Thomaston_________________ 98-tf
relieved those who were administer SPEAR Spruce Head. Me
CEDAR POSTS tor saie. any size, deing the prone pressure method, re
llvered anywhere In Camden or Rockmaining until all hope was aban
ROCKPORT
^“-33
rj. North *£***.
for >our
- 1,*n_ Tf|Appleton
CHARLES H.
doned. They were joined by Lloyd
M-e ir«^-,.
.-.a .kii^..„ 1 PLUXIMER. the Auctioneer, North ApMrs.
Her.ry
Herstrom
ana
cliilaren
pieton.
Me
92-tf
Jameson. Almon Young, and Gor
of Wakefield. Mass . are visiting her
FI TI ED hard wood for sale. 99, soft
don Tait. all of Rcckland.
wood. 97; hard wood limbs. 98; long. 87;
The child is survived by his par parents. Mr and Mrs E. L Richards ( alao lumber T. J. CARROLL Tel
92-tf
Mr and Mrs. Charles Carver and, 263-21 Rockland
ents: a half-sister, Mrs Anna Thomas
Mrs . orKEYS'
KEYS'
made
to
uuugnwr Eveivn
a-veiyn and
ana Mr
aar. and
ana Mrs.
ger
niMdeKEYS'
to nt aKeys
„ lockl
when
of Warren; a half-brother. Harold (Mushter
keys^are lost House. Office or
Thomas of Lincolnville; his paternal Charles Ingraham motored to Freej
car. Code books provide keys for all
grandparents who live In Rockland; dom Sunday and called on friends, locks without bother. Scissors and
Robert and Harold Hyde of Law- j sonabie pr!cCTne<CRM:0 hardware co"
his maternal grandmother. Mrs. Ellen
92-tf
Conx of Lincolnville; and several rence. Mass , are visiting their grand- Maln S1 Rockland Tel 791.
parents. Mi and Mrs. W A. Paul
”
aunts and uncles
He attended Hinckley Corner pri
Mrs. Minnie Piper spent Sunday ♦
mary school and would have entered with her sister. Mrs. L. P True at ♦
the second grade this fall. Much Hope and also visited her pieces.
sympathy is felt for the bereaved Misses Katherine and Wilma Tru,* I apartment at is Knox st Thomparents.
who ore attending summer comp
"“Vbi?
Funeral services will be held to
Miss Evelyn Carver has employ-1___________
91*93
gin
day. Thursday at 2 o'clock daylight, ment at Hotel Edwards In Camden____
B
care of The
at the home. Rev. Howard A. Welch
Miss Mildred Gralfam left Wed-! ggurier-qazctte
91-93
effleiating. Burial will be at Rock •nesdav
Bethel
where .MIC
she am
will ! MUNRO'S
htsuoj for axe
me, wucic
or [o |e,restaurant.
c<1, DAfJPark st. for
)()5
port.
visit friends for a month.
1 Llmerock at. Tel lioe
92-94
• • • •
Miss Marv Daucett rptnrned’hnme .. ^YE-ROOM bungalow to let Electric
miss Mary uanee 11 returnea nome lights, flush toilet
E H PHILBRICK
This accident was similar to one
Wednesday
from a visit with relatives I
Tel »8»-M_________
jj.tf
of June 21. 1866 when Edward Morse
LARGE sunny upstairs front room to
Newcomb. 13. son of Charles C New | at North Haven.
let at 29 OAK ST____________
91.93
Miss Solveig He istad is visiting
comb. lost his life fishing from a
LARGE cotlas'i- at Crcsceiii Beach"
to let Everything modern, completely
shaft at the mill, being caught and ' friends in Portland.
furnished EDWARD OONIA. Tel 710
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Synder and ___________ _ ______________________92-tf
drawn into the wheel. So badly was
FURNISHED apartment to let at 14
he mangled and crushed that a doc Miss Carolyn Booker of Brewer spent
MASONIC ST.
90*99
tor. after amputating one leg. con the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Irvin 1
OLD ESTABLISHED Restaurant on
cluded it was useless to submit the Cain. On Sunday they motored to
let—partly equipped dan
child to so much suffering: He died Pemaquid for the day.
j______________________________ 91.93
three days after the accident.
Due to unfavorable weather the
four room tenement to let. flush
A. L. S
Trytohelp Club picnic Monday night rence 'mu.i'-er "" Phone*
’99*94

•

WANTED

;

J Summer Cottages J

TO LET

;

was held at the home of Mus Helen two room kitchenette to i*x us.
Dunbar, instead of Small s Beach as
b.ar^
°J
planned. A fish chowder supper was
FURNISHED two-room apartment to
Former Rockland .Man Dies At Agr followed by a business session and *** FO8S HOUSE- 77 Parlt 81
of 89.—Was Father of 19 Children
social hour. Next week the Club will
FOUR ROOM tenement~.t aa iip.c.
Heman Lew Seevey, Sr., died at the be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sydney 1 — An moden> Tel 133_________ 92-tf
Snow at Treasure Point Farm, Ash ern’w^meYts “mma'c.“mcLoon"
home of his daughter, Mrs. J. E.
Drlnkwater In Rrewer lost Friday. Point. Cars ^ill leave the Baptist jlOf0'1, St. Tel 293-M._______ • 92-tf
avk* Appi^S
His health had been failing the past Church at 6 p. m. Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R Wheatley and Premti>w____________________ 37-tf
few years and he had an 111 turn
aY^ch^'i't0
Wednesday at his daughter's cottage, daughter Ida of Rutherford. N. J .
who have been visiting at the home CaU H B barter at 6ii-vy or toi7-j.
Philips Lake.
Mrs. Franklin O. Priest,
-------------------------Mr. Seatey was born in Cutler of ifi and
. .
1 two four-room apartments to let inmrs w s kenniston. 179 Mam
April 18. 1846. son of James Hiram for several days are occupying the quire
St Tel. 874-W.
84-tf
and Julia Bedell Seavey. He was a Torrey cottage, Northport this week.
veteran shipbuilder, superintending Mr. and Mw. Priest and daughter
4
the construction of the last two ves Louise also passed the weekend at
the
cottage.
sels built in Cutler, where he had
Mrs. Alice Bettencourt and son
held many positions under the town
government He moved to Rockland Robert of Edgartown, Moss., are .anTJaTs^: ^sT^f
42 years ago, worked at the Cobb visiting W the home of Mr. and Mrs. s®11'11*6. h. c. Rhodes Tel. S19-J
•
»
-- - ----------------------------shipyard and North Marine Railway Charles Lane. Sr.
DRESSMAKING and remodellino
91*93
Word has been received officially Mrs R L. ROSS. 29 Oak £t
and for the Limerock Railroad Com
that the USS. Manley will arrive win°TI£E kP" 8nd aKer Lh*’ date
pany, building trestlework.
Mr. Seavey was a home body; a in Rockport harbor at sundown Aug.
7 and leave at daybreak Aug. 12. The haven. M.-Mjuiy12AT?A!? ARrT- Inellover of children and pets. Mrs.
90-92
visit
here is In connection with Rock
Seavey died 17 years ago, since then
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
E.
Burkett
and
Mr. Seavey had made his home with port's tenth annual Carnival-Regatta
Curtis and Carleton Payson motored
his children in Rockland, Bangor to be held Aug. 8-10.
Sunday to Lake Maranacook to attend
Mrs. Francis Dow and child of
and Brewer. He was the father of
the Sportsmen's Carnival.
19 children. ,ten of whom survive— Augusta oi e visiting her mother, Mrs.
Mr. anjj Mrs. A. W. Johnson and
Mrs. F. M. Leathers, Mrs. W. P. Florence Butterfield.
son Russell of Weston. Mass., are
Hie Nitsumsosum Club members
Raw-ley, Mrs. J. E. Drlnkwater,
and husbands met Monday evening i
h°mc of Mrs Allce
Brewer, Mrs. A. U. Martin, Bangor;
,
__. ,, i *t°bbins. Mrs Johnson was formerly
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
H.
Robert L., Beals; Clarence R.. GreenJeanette Carter of this town.
burg. La.; Frank L., Glencove; Mabel McIntyre In Warren. High honors
The chemical fire fighter was called
went to Mrs. Walter Carroll
M. William A. Heman, Jr. Rockland. in bridge
.
West Appleton last Sunday. Nora
NeWbert S buikliH8s b"
other
There are 13 grandchildren, 33 great S Sa«nCe^Tyrt ,C°Dn
grandchildren and four great-great tion to Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Bis- property was protected
bee. Sr.
grandchild: en.
Wilbur Esancy and family are guests
Ixiwell Payson Is at home from of relatives in Canada.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Oeo.'g;*
Bi lster, Saturday morning at the Washington, D. C., for a two weeks'
home of his daughter, Mrs J. E. Vacation.
ROCKPORT CARNIVAL RACE
Mrs. Charles Everett of Waltham.
L’nnkwater. The funeral was held
Buy your tickets now and help
at the home of his son W. A. Seavey, Mass Is spending the remainder of
Rockland S'1 day conducted by Rev. the summer at the home of her choose a Rockport Carnival Queen by
Howard A. Welch of Warren, agist daughter, Mrs. Maynard C. Ingra casting your votes promptly. Votes
are obtained from several of the
ed by Rev. George Bolster of ijrew-r. ham.
stores and each admission ticket car
The many beautiful flowers ucsp'.ke
ries 100 votes which you may place
respect an 1 sympathy. The laiartrs
UNION
for your favorite, in one of the key
were Robert L„ William A.. Frank L.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Dyer and boxes. Help some lucky girl win $50
and Heman L. Seavey. Interment
daqghter pf Lexington, Mass., and Mr. cash. The standing to date: Maxine
In Seavlew cemetery.
and Mrs. Ralph Leonard of Bangor Brown? 20,650; Virginia Noyes, 11,790;
were guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Barbara Dwinal, 11,070; Doris Hall,
Clarence Leonard.
10.460; Rose Flanagan. 9.340; Ruth
Mrs. Gertrude Frederick of Law Damery, 8.340; Barbara Bclyea. 8,140;
rence, Mass., visited recently with Florence Carleton, 8,010; Alice HapMrs. Gertrude Clarke.
worth, 8,010; Virginia Jamieson, 7.930;
Mr. and Mrs. $eflry Ames visited Winona Newton, 7,669; Elizabeth
friends at Friendship W Sunday. 1 Parris, 7,500; Bernice Haining, 7,500.

IlEMAN SEAVEY, SR.

«'
; MISCELLANEOUS !

I

Every-Other-Daf
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GUESTS AT GARTIIGANNON

®SOC* ETY

ANNUAL SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE

The Garden Club Enjoy* a Notable
Midsummer Ocoaeton

BONTON DRESS SHOPPE

Il would be difficult to find a monperfect day than Tuesday. July 3d
when the Rockland Oarden Club was
entertained at Oarthgannon Lodge
The driveway, with evergreens on
either side, was beautiful and the
gardens were gorgeous with brilliant
blooms, the delphinium being espe- (
dally lovely. Miss Cooley and Dr
Farrington were lrteal entertainers
and very gracious to all.
The program was arranged by them
arid opened with an Instrumental |
number, after which Mrs Stickney I
gave a most Interesting account of
the Oarden Club of America's visit to
Japan. She said that the gardens
there were made for rest and medl-t
tation and not so much for show
The flowers were few. but beautiful. I
and a very artistic color arrangement I
was worked out. Stones were used in
all gardens, especially stepping stones i
as an approach and pools of water
were filled with gay colored fish 1
Pour-fifths of the trees were ever-1
greens and maples were also favored
Most of the large estates had private j
theatres. Many beautiful garden
which had never been seen bv the
public were opened and many lunch
eons and dinners given for theAmerican visitors There seemed tc'
be a very friendly feeling on the pari
of the Japanese which may result In !
mo-e harmonious relations between
Japan and the United States.
The musical program, which came |
next, showed excellent work on the
part of the pupils and reflected much
credit on their teachers. They were
assisted by Miss Morritt of Boston as
guest artist, who rendered many
beautiful selections, the outstanding
ones being "My Heart at Thy Sweet
Voice" from Samson and Delilah by
Saint Saens. and "Hills." by Arthur
Oulterman Miss Morritt has a pleas
ant personality and a clear, pure voice
of rich quality which was very much
enjoyed. There was al'O some danc
ing by the pupils which was beauti
fully done
A delicious lunch was served, then
adjournment was made to the beau
tiful gardens, which showed a wealth
of bloom Miss Cooley and Dr Far
rington were made life members of
the club. Their courtesies and the
pleasant afternoon spent will be long
remembered by all.
Lillian Baker
Club Secretary

NEXT DOOR TO J. J. NEWBERRY'S

Score* Of Bargain* On All Our Fine Merchandise
In addition to personal notes retard
Miss Charts Jenkins of Peabody,
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of Mass., is visiting her grandmother,
social happenings parties, musicals, etc. Mrs. J. 8. Jenkins, Myrtle street. She
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
Is accompanist by Miss Olga Smith
telephone--------------------- 771 or 7M
of Lynn, Mass. For the weekend
they will be Joined by Mrs. Jenkins'
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord and sons
daughter, Miss Mina Jenkins of
Kenneth and Herbert, of Port Ethan
Portland
Allen. Vt„ arrive today to be guests
of Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Cooper, Mrs.
Opportunity Class meets tonight
Lord’s parents. They will be accom
at the First Baptist parlors.
panied by Mrs Herbert Lord of
Washlngto nX». C.. who is to be with
Paul Durette and family of Water
her daughter. Mrs Ruth Van Ran- ville were guests Sunday of Misses
sellaer. who has leased a house at Lucille and Naomi Durette.
Port Clyde for the season. Mrs Lord
has been with Major and Mrs. Lord
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Snow had as
for a visit of several weeks. Herbert guests for a few days last week Mr.
Lord will enter Bowdoln College In and Mrs. Fred Fitch and daughter.
the fall.
Miss Emma of Framingham. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Pitch left Saturday to
Mrs E. C. Moran. Jr., goes to New
visit In Gardiner and Freeport be
port. R. I., today to visit Capt. and fore returning home. Miss Pitch re
Mrs. C. W. O. Bunker. She will be
maining for a longer stay with Mr.
Joined there by her husband. Repre and Mrs. Snow.
sentative Moran, coming from Wash
ington, D. C., for the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Lawrence are

SILK DRESSES, plain white, pastels $4.95
Regularly $7.50

SILK DRESSES, now $2.98
Regularly 55.00

COATS, in sport tweeds and checks
Regularly *16.75

Now $10.79
ONE LOT OF COATS, now $5.00
Value* up to $16.50

SWEATERS, now $1.49
Regularly 1198

INSPECT OUR 89c BARGAIN RACK
BLOUSES, now $1.69
Regularly $1.98

HATS, now 69c and 98c
Value* up to $2.98

A NEW LOT OF COTTON DRESSES at $1.
200 NEW QUEEN MAKE COTTONS
Reduced to $1.69 and $1.98
ALL SLACKS AND SHORTS reduced to 69c
SALE STARTS FRIDAY, AUG. 2

on a fishing trip in the region of
Mrs. Carroll Besse iMildred Fleldsi
Rlpogenus Dam.
and daughter Joan of Swampscott,
Mass. arrive tomorrow for a summer
Mrs. Annie Oolden of Bangor is
visit.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Gregory
Wynne, Park street, for two weeks.
Methebesec Club will hold Its sec
ond summer outing Priday at Round
Capt. and Mrs. Oeorge Blaney re
Pond, with basket lunch, augmented turned yesterday from a few days'
by coffee served by the Round Pond stay at Portland and Drake Island.
Clarence Hall of Chicago is mak
ing a week's visit at the home of Mr
committee, at 12.30 standard, In the
J. W. McGarry of Brockton, Maas., and Mrs. Henry C. Chatto.
vestry of the Little Brown Church.
Transportation may be arranged with has Joined his family at the home of
J:ihn Oeddes of Flushing. N. Y
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stover.
Mrs Bernice Havener.
has arrived at Crescent Beach for
Mrs. E. K. Leighton entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Harold MacMilton three weeks’ visit.
Tuesday or. her yncht Korana. sail- of West Orange. N. J., were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Frisbee of
ing to Basin Palls. Vinalhaven.
Mr and Mrs. Irl Hooper recently.
Concord, N H.. spent the weekend
The Old York Garden Club is to with Mr and Mrs. Harry Rising.
Miss Edith Spooner. Miss Betty
Smith of Wilton, and ydiss Pauline hold its annual flqAer show Aug. 7. They were accompanied by Mrs A
Dann of Norwalk. Conn., were guests 130 to 830. in the Town hall. York B. Kalloch who will spend the sum
Village. Among the Judge will be mer here.
Tuesday of Miss Harriet O'Brien.
|Irs. A. R Benedict of Montclair.
Miss Anne Anderson gave a bridge J N. J. and Medomak. our general
A guest at the home of the W O
Monday evening with Mrs. Howard exhibits are to be featured—the hor Fullers Is Mrs Robert J Greenwood
Chase i Bertha Knight* as honor ticultural exhibit, the guest exhibit of St. Augustine. Fla . a niece of Mrs
guest, the affair being cleverly ar- I for garden clubs only, the conserva Fuller's and director of music in the
ranged as a surprise. Present were * tion exhibit, and the Junior exhibit St. Augustine schools.
Mrs Edward Barnard. Misses Lucy |
Tea will be served from 4 to 6 for the
Mias Virginia Lee Manning enter
French. Flora Colson. Nathalie, benefit of York Hospital.
tained young friends on her fourth
Jones. Mildred Sweeney, Dorothy!
Lawry, Saxon 'Lurvey, Faye Hodg- ! Mrs. Addie Rogers and daughter birthday at her home Friday. The
kins. Gertrude Blackington. Marian Margaret have returned from two youngsters enjoyed many games un
Mullen. Helen Delano. Anita Gatti. ■ weeks' visit at Moosehead Lake and der the direction of Miss Sylvia Lee
Mrs Barnard. Miss Colson and Miss vicinity, as guests of Mr and Mrs Webster who assisted Mrs Manning
Frizes were won by 8onia Corner
Sweeney were prize winners. Late, A G. Rogers.
Ruth McMahon and Gloria 8tudley.
■
■
t
lunch was served, the table daintily j
Mr. and Mrs A E. Martin of Ban Other guests included Mellsande and
appointed and bearing a bride's cake ,
gor Mr and Mrs W P Rawley o'. Paul Jones. Carol Joan Shute. Arlene
and many appropriate favors for the
Brewer Mr and Mrs J E Drlnk Cross. Marilyn Cates. Alice Mae Ful
guests Mrs. Chase was "showered" j
water of Brewer attended the funeral ler. Marilyn Dudley. Diane Curtis.
with many lovely linen gifts.
of Heman L. Seavey Sunday.
Lillies Sullivan Carolyn Webster.
Richard Griffin and Beverly Ann
Mr. and \f»* Fred True have re-!
Manning. Virginia received many
turned from Oray Lodge. Thompson lovely gifts.
Inn. South Bristol and are spending
a few days in Rockland before re
James Harding has returned from
turning to the Columbia Hotel. Port a month s visit with his uncle. Charles
land.
Harding, in 8omerville. Mass

ROCKLAND

FRIDAY
AUG.

O
a£

2.00 and 8.00 P. M.

KAY BROS. CIRCUS

w

SI-KITCHIE TROUPE
Japanese Head Balancers a
Foot Juggler*

KAY BROS. HERD OF
DANCING ELEPHANTS
MISS MARY ELLEN
Queen of the Tight Wire

Miss Anne Richmond of Atlantic
Mrs. Flora Arnold Marsh of New
City is visiting her sister J4rs. E. M
castle. Del., is visiting her mother.
Benner. Broadway.
Mrs Sarah Arnold. Broad street, and
Mr. and Mrs C. M aowzey and son other relatives.
of East Boston are on their annual
Leroy Lovely of Nahant. Mass., was
vacation at Holiday Beach, occupying
one of the Duncan cottages until In the city yesterdSy enroute to North
after Labor Day.
Haven.

Cards written on board steamship
Mrs Annie Whalen is visiting rela
President Coolidge July 16 acquaint tives in Boston.
Rockland friends that Mrs. Katherine
Chapin and daughter Elsa were en
Mrs. Alice Babb of Winthrop. Mass ,
joying a fine voyage and would land is visiting friends in Rockland.
In Honolulu the following day. Mrs.
Chapin sends love to all Rockland
No place on earth can be more
friends.
beautiful than the Penobscot Bay in
'Carleton Brault and Eugene Brault summer and the mjmy friends of Mr
have been visiting their granchnother. and Mrs E K Leighton can ofter.
testify to this fact, when through
Mrs. Harriet E. Jones In Vinalhaven
their generosity and courtesy the
Mrs. Kennedy Crane had as guests handsome yacht Karona carries a
Monday her mother. Mrs May R. party of congenial friends among ihe
Acheson. and her uncle. Prof. F. E. many picturesque islands and Into
Foss, both of whom are summering the charming harbors of the Maine
coast.
at Luoerne-ln-Maine.

Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Newcomb
i Muriel Stover) and son Theodore of
Blnghampton, N. Yi. arc guests of
Mr and Mrs H. H. Stover.

The Masonic Assembly crowd of
Rockland and Camden Is expecting a
GRANT McCUNE
jolly time tonight when It has picnic
Horizontal Bar Experts
supper at the cottage of Mr. and
Mrs. G. IL. St. Clair at Crescent
LA GLENN SISTERS
Forthcoming flower shows include:
On the Swinging Ladder*
Beach, then adjourning to the dance
Aug. 7. Old York Garden Club show
High Trapeze
at the Pavilion.
at Town hall, York Village; Aug.
4 — MILLERS — 4
17-18. Boston, the midsummer ex
Mrs.
J.
Wesley
Stuart
of
Kenne

European Acrobat*
bunk is guest of her parents, Mr. and hibition of the Massachusetts Hor
CAPT. WALKER'S
Mrs. Earl Chaples, Simmons street, ticultural Society with the coopera
Performing Ponies, Monkeys and
tion of the New England Gladiolus
for a few days.
Dogs
Society, in Horticultural hall.
Mrs. Paul Gray and Mrs. Earl
WELLS BROS.
Miss Annie Anderson entertained
Comedy Acrobats
Dunham ot Orono, and Mrs. Nellie
Monday at her home on Marsh road.
Shlbles of Glencove, were guests
3 — SILVERLAKES — 3
The occasion was a surprise linen
Monday and Tuesday of Mrs. A. R.
Aerialiste Supreme
shower for Mrs. Howard Chase (Ber
Havener at Crescent Beach.
tha Knight) whose marriage was re
AND MANY OTHER FEATURES
Miss Kctherine Jameson of Wis cently announced. Bridge was played
with honors won by Mrs. Edward
IN PERSON
casset. Mrs. Walter Brltto, Miss
Barnard. Miss Flora Colson and Miss
Hazel Marshall, Miss Vada Clukey
Mildred Sweeney.
Refreshments
and Miss Annie Dean motored to
were served with favors from the
Famous Western Screen Star and
Lakewood last Saturday to see Mof
the Hollywood Company of Cow
bride’s cake falling to Mrs. Edward
fat Johnston in "Aren't We All?"
boy*, Cowgirls and Tribe of
Barnard. Miss Lucy French. Miss
Genuine Indians
, { After the play the party went to
Saxon Lurvey. Miss Dorothy Lawry.
Bingham Dam.
Miss Mildred Sweeney. Miss Gertrude
Admission Prices Reduced
Blackington. and Miss Marlon Mul
CHILDREN 25c, ADULTS 35c
Special dry cleansing. 80 cents,
len.
Other invited guests were Miss
A Big Circus At An Unheard of
plain garments, men and women.
AH ta Gatti. Miss Faye Hoigkirr,
Admission Price
Peoples Laundry. Tel. 170. City. 74-tf
Miss Helen Delano, Miss Nathalie
CIRCUS GROUNDS
Summer clearance sale now In Jones. Miss Madelyn Coffey, Mrs.
PLEASANT STREET
progress at AKreda Perry's. 7 Lime- Stanley Boynton, and Mrs. Paul
90-92 ' vock St., Rockland —Adv.
91-92
Marriam.
II — FUNNY CLOWNS — 12

BUCK STEELE

AS THE EARTH TURNS

To Re Given An Out-Door Setting

Aug 1 and 2. an outdoor produc
tion of a modern folk plav based on
Gladys Hasty Carroll's novel "As The
Earth Turns" Is being presented at
South Berwick. All members of the
cast are tc be Emery Br'dgc « people

Misses Jeannette Kenney and
Helen McCarthy of Bangor were re- i
cent gueVs of Mr and Mrs Gregors
Wynne.

i

GLADYS HASTY CARROLL
author of "A Few Foolish Ooas” z ,
(Macmillan)
:
MzbnI I
ranging in age from five to 75 years.
“A Few Foolish Ones." Mrs. Carroll's
latest book, is in a different mood
than "As The Earth Turns." Equal
ly authentic, it is sprightlier than the
earlier book. In that earlier book j
was serene strength as portrayed byJen Shaw, giving assurance that there
lay something in humanity that could
breast the seas of time and adversity
Jen Shaw's kind go on in Ous Bragdon and his daughter. Kate, though
their ways differed from hers. But
the people of this new book as one
reviewer has aptly expressed it. “ride
not only adversity but their own
hobby-horses."

Mrs E F. Glover. Misses Sarah
Glover and Belle Ward Stowe of
Charlotte. N. C„ Mrs William Ellingwood and Mrs Gladys Morgan are
motoring to South Berwick today
to attend the modem folk play based
on Gladys Hasty Carroll's “As The
Earth Turns."

Today and Tomorrow

“BECKY SHARP”
with

MIRIAM HOPKINS

Mrs Da* .lei Snow and guest. Miss
Emma Fitch of Framingham. Mass,
motored to Freeport Saturday, being
accompanied on their return by Mr
and* Mrs Burton Snow and sons ;
Bobby and Sherman to be guests of ]
Mr. and Mrs 8now.

Mr and Mrs Irl Hooper, with i
Misses Elizabeth Donohue and Abbie ,
MacDonald as guests, motored to 1

Page Seven
GOING AWAY PARTY

covered rocks and flowers in abund
ance. The lake contained on one
Pastor MacDonald And Family Get side a sandy beach, suggestive of
Send Off at Prayer Meeting
bathing and swimming, the usual
rocky shore and a high and steep
The Tuesday night prayer meeting
mountain cliff. In the middle of the
at the First Baptist Church was one
, lake was >a charming little island.
of special Interest to the members
I Just the place anyone would want for
and friends. The occasion was the
a cottage. The lake was surrounded
beginning of the pastor's going away
with a si.ore drive that would in
on his yearly vacation and 145 mem
Imagination rival the famous Turn-\
bers and visitors were there to wish
pike road at Lake Megunticook
him and his family a pleasant vaca
tion and a happy return.
This miniature lake and mountain
Besides leading the meeting in his scenery was about nine feet in
usual happy manner the pastor had diameter and was so well arranged
prepared a surprise for his people and so artistically constructed that
In the shape of a decorative master if the maker of it was not such an
piece consisting of a lake surround 1 able pastor anyone would certainly
ed with trees and shrubbery, moss say that he missed his calling by not

MANAGER 5 SALE
ERE is that opportunity to stock your pantry.

H

in variety wide enough to fill your every need. This is
the managers oppoitunily to express his thanks lor

your patronage Bug now - while these items and prices las,I

Cured, 10-12 lb ave. II 97,.
SUNNYFIELD HAMS, Sugar
at Meat a Groc. Store* ID L/C
Sunnylield All Purpose
FAMILY FLOUR,
79c
24'i pound bag
Sunnyfirld
PASTRY FLOUR,
2t'i pound bag
73c
COMPOUND,
B”'k «• i,»‘k.gc
2 lbs 29c
NEW POTATOES,
15 lb peck 25c
LUNCHEON SPREAD MARGERINE, Delicate flavor
2 lbs 29c
Highest Quality
Print or
BUTTER,
Creanirrv
lb 27c
Tub

SUNNYFIELD, 1-4 lb prfnt.,

lb

PACIFIC 10ILET PAPER

8 O’CLOCK

4| jC

lb
p«g.

M/'d
Mellow

CRAB MEAT
Three Diamond*

6i°.‘

2

39c

CRUSHED PINEAPPLE
SLICED PINEAPPLE
IVORY SOAP

SALMON
RED

PINK

r«n

2 ran" 21C

19c

P & G SOAP

csnimti
o_
26or. bottles ZJC

S

PEACHES
Iona
29c
29 oz. Cans

' lb
ph9.

19c

e» c
ZJC

NECTAR
Formosa Oolong
Mized Japan

1

lb

pkg.

40
17C

NEW 1935 CROP

MAINE PEAS
A. & P. BRAND, 20 oz can 19c

Phone 892

Telephone 409
Mdttnee *«0: Evening 6.45. 8.45

I4-O1. ran |0c

'/, lb. rale |9C

7c
Case of 48 cans $2.95

NBC CRYSTAL FINGERS
NBC PRISCILLA COOKIES
BAKING POWDER
*'•"***
FAIRY SOAP
ANN PAGE BEANS
•» Wi,h s‘uc*

pound 2|c

21 c
P~«d
27c
6
19c
3 :8 “- “»• 25c
p‘9-

Plain or Almond

2 ^.'* 25c

40/50 Oregon Prunes
4 pounds 25c

Phillips Soups

Phillips’

Macaroni & Spaghetti
7-oz. pig. 5C
Polk,
Grapefruit Juice
2 18-ox. cans 15c

MORNING SUN, 20 oz can 14c
RELIABLE.
IONA,

: THE
(GREAT
•'

21) oz can 15c
20 oz can 10c

Iona

IO’/j-oz. can 5c

Z

Mixed Vegetables
2 19-oz. cent 15c
Philtipt'
Early June Peas 3 19-oz. cant 25c
Tomato Juice
9<llon can 49c
Pineapple Juice 9allon can 53c
Sliced Apples
gallon can 41c
Tomatoes
gallon can 45c
Crushed
Pineapple
gallon can 69c
5c Candy & Gum
3 tor |0c
Scot Towels
roll |0c
Plymouth Rock Plain
Gelatine
l-oz. pig. 15c
Coconog
'/i-lb. can |9C
Soaked Peas
4 20-oz. cam 25c
Iona Spaghetti 78-oz. cen-fOc

Imitation Preserves
2 12-oz. jan 25c
Iona Beans
6 16-eT"iran* 25c
Sterling Salt
Free Running
24-oz. pkg. 5c
Yukon Tonics
Content,
28-oz. bottle |0c
Shredded Wheat
2 12-oz. pkg,. 23c
Grapejuice
A 4 P"
quart bottle 29cpint, 13c

In A & P Markc't
Genuine 1935 Spring

Fresh Fru ts and Vegetable*

For roasting, 5 to 6 lb ave

XRK©

ii-oi. pkg. 21c

HEINZ CONSOMME & CLAM CHOWDER '*•«• «« 16c
PALMOLIVE SOAP
3
13c
SUNNYFIELD RICE
3 14-oz. pkg,. 25c

LAMB LEGS, lb 23c

Shows 240, 6.45 and 845. D. S. T
Continuous Saturday. 2.18 to 10.45

20-oi. can , Qq

MOXIE

Ceylon
Orsnge Pekoe

IO

4 «u« 21c

CHOCOLATE BARS

NECTAR

LAST TIMES TODAY
On The Stage
“HAWAIIAN FOLLIES"
R. Scott in “ViUage Tale"

30-ox. can 19c
30-ox. can , 9 c

3 28-oi. rant 25c

VEGETABLE SOUP
GRAPEFRUIT
SUNSWEET APRICOTS
SULTANA WAX BEANS
BAKER'S CHOCOLATE
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER
EVAPORATED MILK
**Moum

NESTLE'S

OUR OWN I . lb. ph 9.

•’PAT" PATERSON
STEPIN FETCHIT

3 15-oz. rant 25c

D*' ««"••
0.1 um.
Medium

He

3 CAKES

TEA

01 AO

Tomato Sauce

25c

2 16-ox. cans 25c
Except Consomme and Clam Cbowder

Saturday Only

CHAPTER 3"TARZAN"
POPEYE CARTOON

2 29-oi. cans

HEINZ SOUPS

AU Technicolor

WARNER

29c

9 "«• 25c

DEL MONTE SPINACH
SARDINES
Monte
With

COFFEE

In uniform a boarcat Io
bandits I
Out of uniform a menace
to murderers!
_____ _ F-r.

ION* RN9RI-FRED HOHLfl
A Universal Wditdm faatur*

These

are specially selected items that feature highest
qualify at the lowest possible prices. You will find them

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

A HELLION ON HOOFS!
A TERROR ON A TRIGGER!

NEEDS THAT CAR
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Cars wear out. Miss McKnight's
car has seen its best days. She must
have another in order to carry on
the good work among the boys and
girls of Knox County. Are you in
on this? In your opinion is this
work worthwhile? If so see J. W.
Robinson, treasurer of the Associa
tion at ihe First National Bank, or
Miss Alena Young, 100 North Main
street.
H V Tweedle,
for Finance Committee.

UnnuriC

Bar Harbor and Castine Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Britto and I
daughter. Feme. George Britto. and
Mizs Annie Dean were at Liberty
lake Sunday.
_____
A recent shore picnic at Sherman'r
Point observed Miss Vada Clukey’s
birthday In a delightful manner
Present wtre Mrs Lillian Perry, Miss
Lucille Durette. Miss Annie Dean |
Miss Lucille Egan. Forest Bridges
Willard Prince. Otis Dean. Maurice .
Hopkins and Francis McLaughlin
Miss Clukey was presented with |
many gifts.

being a landscape* artist. A duet by
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Browne helped
to make the evening one long to be
remembered.

CHICKENS,

lb 35c

CORNED BEEF,
lb 27c
Lean end. heavy steer beef
mild cure

Polar Piper

Grapefruit Juice

16-oz. jar |5c

Iona

4 lb* 23c

BANANAS,

ELBERTA PEACHES.
basket 43c
CARROTS,

bunch 05c

ORANGES, Valencia, dot 29c

BONELESS CHUCK

ROAST,
lb 27c
Heavy Steer Beef
Genuine 1935 Spring
LAJMH FORES,
lb 13e
Honed and rolled if desired

BEETS,

3 bunches 10c

GREEN KEAN’S,

2 lb* 09e

TOMATOES, ripe, 2 lbs 19c

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

I

Every-Other-Day1
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THE 75-YEAR-OLDS

People You Should Know
□□□□ FOUR STAR FOLKS □□□□
By HELEN NELSON, Special Staff Feature Writer
(Copyright 1935—By Claude Mutt—Reproduction in Any Way Forbidden)

RACKLIFF A WITHAM
*★★★ UXIZHOS WHO" is always finding In
teresting people who add to the wel
fare and progress of our Rockland
community, and right now we are
directing our spotlight to Racklilf
A Wltham. widely known lobster
shippers, who believe In doing
things well. When a buyer In Chi
cago. Denver, Salt Lake City or Texas
orders lobsters ot a specific weight—
that's exactly what they get; besides
these folks like to be accommodat
ing There, you have their key to
success. Roland S. Rackliff. Elmer.
Bert and Nathan Wltham comprise
the firm. This spring they opened
a hustling branch at Stony Creek.
Conn , under Nathan's supervision,
and James Pease, their bookkeeper
here seven years is now at the Stony
Creek branch, and personally inter
ested in it. These Wltham boys were
bom at Ash Point. Big Oreen Island
Is a Wltham family treasure island
It's a natural base for lobsters and
Bert handles all activities there.
The boys were all brought up on the
island, and would like to know If
there's fishing and hunting tn
Heaven. They know now its heaven
ly to do both. Elmer Wltham and
Roland S Rackliff keep the sun shin
ing around Atlantic Wharf, and two
of the fussiest people about packing
lobsters you ever saw Each one has
to be "Just so"—nothing else goes.
Roland slid down to earth on the
tall of a comet at Nobleboro Been
one of the home gang since he was
four. Would live tn his car If he
could. They're a fair play crowd,
always boosting Rockland, and todav
they're passing along a warm hand
shake to you. and you. and you. . .
Phone 702 and ask: What makes
this firm grow?

HAROLD L. KARL

ERNEST AND ROSE DAVIS

★★★★

★ ★★★

npHlS is an educational
A story. Have you ever
stopped to realize that In painting
your home, building, car or boat, you
were buying insurance to carry them
through trying months in ship
shape; that is. blazing sunshine,
melting sr.cws. sudden changes from
warm to cold? All elements are
powerless to affect the life and ap
pearance of woods or metals when
coated by paints. These paints can
be secured at John A. Karl A Co,
306 Main street and H. L. Karl and
his men can paint anything that is
paintable. "Harold” ate his first
green apple in Rockland. First "one
spot " he made was helping his
father at painting when 14. Mr.
Karl spent ten years in South
America as an engineer In Brazil and
Columbia; owner of oldest paint
store in this vicinity; his fathepainted 68 years and had store 35
years; employs eight men these
days; should have an ash tray to
follow him around the house; leisure
hours spen, in garden raising vege
tables: Odd Fellow and Past Master
of Masons; "what a man!” he can
put away two sirloin steaks; doesn't
pout: good at cracking a Joke; knows
all. sees all and tells little; and by
cornbread, if he don't like mountain
music; not perfect—nor wants to be
considered so and is a good doctor
of the blues...............................................
Phone 745-W and ask: How many
years has he conducted his paint and
wall paper business?

ALDEN A. STANLEY

★★★★

VOV

can skip a rope.
but ‘you can't skip
this. If you do, we know you won't
win a prize. This is about Flye's
Garage. 221 Main street. They are
making their institution so widely
known by their work, that when
hundreds of people want first class
repairs made—they think first of
Flye's Garage. The owner, Alden A.
Stanley, strives to create good will
in every' w-ay possible. He says it
takes longer, but it pays, and he
makes good on every job. He was
with this garage 11 years before tak
ing over the ownership, and it is one
of the first garages ever to open in
Rockland. Their heated storage ac
commodates 35 cars; three men are
busy most of the time; parts, tires,
greasing, gas and oil are all includ
ed. plus a big. happy smile and ex
perience by the mile “Stan" also
has a peachy 30-ft. cabin cruiser for
hire, by the hour, day or week, and
here's your chance for that leisurely
sail around the bay you've always
wanted to experience. Boothbay
Harbor is where “Stan" counted his
first Easter eggs. Delivered groc
eries with a team of goats, ran over a
woman, caused her much incon
venience. when earing his first dime.
Just naturally "the boat" is his lure.
He could eat anything but hay, and
if hungry enough could tackle that.
Figures everyone Is entitled to his
own opinion; likes to feed peanuts
to the elephants; can tell good stories,
but can't tell the difference between
a mushroom and a toadstool, and,
makes friends without trying.
Phone 511 and ask: When did he
become the owner of Flye's Garage?

I

DR. MARY E. REITER
★ ★★★ TPRAINED in the leading
* Osteopathic Institution,
and with wide experience In clinical
and allied branches of professional
activity. Dr Mary E. Reuter, with
offices at 328 Main street, stands
among the foremost physicians of
our Maine coast country, and enjoys
a lgrge practise centering in Rock
land. the place of her residence. Dr.
Reuter lot ates the cause of your
sickness, then merely releases im
prisoned blood energy that promotes
the comfort and efficiency of tired
nerves and exhausted bodies. She
helps you to "keep well" and to "get
well"—and truly, it Is easier, less ex
pensive anu much more enjoyable to
"keep well" — If you'll give It a
moment's thought, rtofessional men.
business men and women, teachers
—all learned that long ago. Dr
Reuter graduated from the American
School of Osteopathy, while Dr Still,
the famous old founder, was still
there. She arrived with the Cardi
nals early one morning in St. Louis;
digs happiness out of her garden, and
what som» one else calls work is
Just her play. She came here for a
year, and is now the longest estab
lished Osteopathic Physician in
Rockland. Never worries along in
silence; likes "fine feathers;" warm
hearted as a Oolden-Oate sunset,
and could do a “ring-round-the-rosy”
when she wins. Welcome. Dr. Reuter,
to our Pour Star crowd..........................
Phone 1233-W and ask: What year
•
did she establish her Rockland
CARL W. SIMMONS
practise?
★★★★ T-HE writer of "Let's
KENNETH M. KUHN
have another cup of
ifitir-it IT Is not difficult to under- coffee, and let's have another piece
> stand the prestige the of pie,” must have been thinking of
Blaisdell Pharmacy. 300 Main street Sim's Restaurant on Park street,
enjoys in this community. The when he wrote that favorite song.
manager. K M Kuhn, certainly For no where in Rockland will you
understands the essentials necessary find a better cup of coffee, or a more
in modem merchandising, and these delicious piece of pie. than right
essentials are evident in the large here. Of course. C. W. Simmons
and complete line of drugs and serves a full meal, sandwiches and
sundries on display. The prescrip
the "Best Steak In Town" turning
tion department is in the hands of it out to a “Kings liking.” He spares
the manager, himself, who is a care
no cost in providing the best steaks
ful. competent and registered phar
possible and the hundieds of patrons
macist and who follows the doctor's
who stop at “Sim’s," are proof of his
orders implicitly and besides here's
food and service. The earth got off
one of the cleanest fountains in
its orbit and dropped Carl (better
Rockland. A P Blaisdell, the owner,
known as "Sim’s”) off to society
has won a place on our not-to-befirst at Friendship, Me. He has lived
missed list and his exclusive story
here 30 years; not a crepe-hanger on
will appear now any day. Specifically,
anything; dances and figures he has
it is Waldoboro, Me., that boasts
danced a distance of 1000 miles
“Ken” as their son; first eagle he
•mokes cigarettes and leaves ’em on
ever caught was on a dollar doing
furniture which makes pretty burnt
Janitor duty in a theatre; married
decorations; almost in shiek class
and 14 months ago passed the
as he has sparkling brown eyes,
cigars around. Yep, it was a boy.
heavy black hair and light com
"K. M. K.” has a special talent in plexion: never betrays any person;
blowing cigarette rings; he's as likes Maine better than any coun
snlooth-running, as a railroad watch;
try he ever heard of, except Heaven;
catching plenty of fish makes him dislikes suspenders, good Mason and
feel good; polite because he can yawn a Jolly Elk; and what's more, if
with his mouth closed; and not only handed a lemon he could turn it
is his drug store spotless but "Ken" is into champagne......................................
as a scoured table............................
Call in person and ask: How many
Phone 1115-W and ask What is years has he been serving the "Best
the length of time that he has man Steaks in Town?"
aged this modem pharmacy?

X

COME peopl* write their
names on the sands of
the shore and the waves wash them
away. Others write their names on
the hearts of men. and indelibly
unite themselves in a human way—
building landmarks that grow strong
er with time. Among the latter we
find Ernest and Rose Davis, who
operate one of the most distinctive
antique businesses on the map.
They have superiority expressed in
everything. Including many never
found elsewhere—for instance a
three-piece Indian birch canoe, a fire
engine. Daniel Webster's liquor set.
There's an education in store for
you when you browse around and see
things you never even heard of—!
common enough in the long ago. 1
Ernest Davis went hunting one day; {
found an old house; an old square
blue Washington teapot. Mrs. Davis
didn't relish the soap-and-water
process required to give It entrance
to her home, but it started a plate
rail of teapots and this antique
business in which she is equally and
as keenly interested as Mr Davis. If
you see a red hat, quick step, pair ot
clear blae eyes and an honest happy
smile—you are looking at Ernest
Davis. He's only 78-years-young.
Never had lime to get old. Was
paid his first great big one-centpiece wheeling a wood pile as big as
a house into the bam Loves the
woods, his dogs and guns "Rose."
was nature's gift to Rockland: loves
people, art. beauty, and Ernest says
his education is in her name. If you
want to brighten up your day and
your mind, make them a visit.
You'll be amply repaid, and find new
inspiration...........................................
Phone 496 and ask: What has
built this business?

Day Of Their Annual Reunion at
Farmington Is Uloae at Hand

Plans for a very successful meeting
of the Three-Quarter’ Century Club

for 1935 are being made throughout
the State. Farmington, which will
be the mecca Aug. 15 for all citizens
of Maine 75 years or more of age, is
making extensive preparations. Hun
dreds ot people throughout the State
are working for the revision of the
roster under the leadership of Hon
Clyde Smith of Skowhegan.
Many of the members are plan
ning to take part in the contests and
several prizes have been received at
the office of the Maine Public Health
Association Hon Wallace H White
Jr., has contributed $5 to be used for
a prize This has been duplicated by
ex-Oovemor Gardiner and Hon
Simon Hamlin, who writes: "Am en-,
closing $5 as prize for the 75-year-old j
youngsters Club to be held in Farm
ington. Aug. IS. Extend to them my |
congratulations and hope they will
all live to be at least 100 years old
All members are requested to take
a picnic lunch—the hosts furnishing
coffee, cream and sugar.
Frank H Holley is chairman of
transportation The railroad companles are assisting generously. The
Maine Central is giving a round trip
ticket for one fare being good Irom
Aug. 14 to 16 Local chairmen in
clude:
Hancock. Hon E Vaughn Cleaves.
Bar Harbor; Knox. Hon E R Veazle.
Rockland; Lincoln. Hon. Forrest
Bond. Waldoboro:
Waldo. Hon.
George C. Thompson. Belfast.

FRIENDLY MEN GRATEFUL
At a business meeting of the
Friendly Men's Class of Pratt M E
Church it was voted to extend a
sincere vote of thanks to Frank A
Winslow for the excellent actress
given them at their picnic at 8pruce
Point; also a vote of thanks to Presi
dent and Mrs Winchenbaugh for the
use of their splendid new cottage and
their generous hospitality. It was
voted to have another picnic Aug 16
at the Ash Point cottage of Capt.
and Mrs Lena Stevens
Secretory.

Realm of Music j
By Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Vacation goods are the things that are in great de
mand today. We still have plenty to supply your
wants and at prices that will please you.
FOR BOYS WE HAVE
PANT OVERALLS. In *11 patterns .................
WHITE DUCK PANTS ......................................
SHORTS in cogert cloth, khaki or linen
SWEATERS
......................... -........................
SHIRTS OR BLOUSES ....................................
WASH SUITS
......................................

........... 79c. JI.IW
.................. 51.00
59c. 79c
51.00. 51 98
75c, 79c
........ 51.00, 51 50

great reception. In fact, we were
very seldom at home. Vaslav would
FOR MEN WE HAVEleave In the car early In the morning
51.00. 5L25, 51.50
OVERALLS OR KHAKI PANTS .................
with Kyra, the
51*5, 5150. 51.98
SLACKS in pretty patterns ....... ......................
51 00. 51 50. 51 98
duck. There wi
SWEATERS
............................ .......................
... 50c. 90c. 51.00
WORK SHIRTS
.........................
theatre on the
.......... 51.00. $1.50
DRESS SHIRTS .... ................ -........................
the pine woods,
51.50, 5198
BATHING SUITS
.........—...........................
53.00, 53 75. 53.98
Kirsten Flagstad. Norwegian so On the lawn was an open Oreek
DRESS PANTS . ................... ............................
We try to make it plain to everybody that if they pun-hawe any
prano. has hc»i awarded the go.d amphitheatre, where performances1
thing here that is unsatisfactory in any way. if it does not give serv
medal rf ha v«r bv the King of Nor would be given during the season by
ice. If when they get It home and they find they do not want it to
way, In recopi. tun of .ter succ .'S the World's greatest artists. Here |
bring it back and get their money back. Isn't that fair?
during her first season at the Met Vaslav put Kyra on the lawn with
ropolitan O)>era House this past her toys, slid the doors back, and 1
practised for hours alone.
winter..
"Later In the day we would go to •
• • • •
One of the most fascinating books the swimming-pool, where Vaslav
that has come under my eye Is tried to teach me. He was such a [ to the post-office and sending a busi day was delightful reading, especially
“Nijinsky" the story of the famous wonderful swimmer that crowds used ness wire to Mr. Copplcus. one of the for the musically-inclined. Here are
Russian dancer as told by his wife, to watch him when he dived or swam managers of the tour, whose name
snatches:
Romola Nijinsky. Its scope covers under water so long that they thought
•'Ambrose, who puts out the lights
they spelt out. letter by letter, In
he
would
never
come
up
again.
He
the world—Russia. France. Austria.
French, to the bewildered clerk, and and sweeps away the debris of an
Spain. Oeimany. Italy. Switzerland. pirouetted tn the water and leaped itcertailynsounded funny: Ci-o-pt-pl evening in the Town Hall, likes to
England. South America and these like a fish He also began to play
"The Hofmanns also came to us, tell a story of how the great
United States. It Intrigued me great tennis, and was a constant winner, and he and Vaslav shared a taste In Toscanini, come to conduct a cham
Jumping high so quickly, with such
ly to read this portion:
mechanics and would tinker with ber orchestra there one night,
“We left by car for Boston. The a sense of speed and distance, that their cars. Hofmann would somecouldn't get ln because he had no
first day passed comparatively calm. | he was able to hit each ball, and i times play for us and accompany
ticket, and finally had to buy one at
though in a few small towns Vaslav I make its return impossible.
Vaslav He told iis that since seeing the box office. 'But,' says Ambrose,
• Nijinsky i drove on the wrong side,1 "Every Thursday afternoon there Vaslav in Sylphldes' he played
'you can't expect everybody to know
and was shouted at by the passers-by. was a concert in the theatre, and as. i Chopin differently.”
Toscanini.'"
Once we entered the State of Maine owing to the war. most of the artists
• • • •
"Albert Spalding, the violinist, has
the scenery became so lovely that 1 did not return to Europe, we outdid
Nijinsky's marvelous mind became a dry sense of humor He tells this
almost forgot to be angry We passed New York
Krelsler, Hofmann, unbalanced in later years during
one on himself. Playing in a small
the seashore, with its large beaches. Zlmbalist. Oodowsky. Bauer, and foreign tours where he came under
town out Michigan way. he was
the pine woods, with century old | others performed. Each gave a re- the influence of those who plotted overrun and besieged afterwards by
sweet smelling trees. It was not easy | cltal. and sometimes they combined . for his undoing. They succeeded,
the gabby committee. The chairman
to travel with Kyra (their child • The | Vaslav created special dances, one and he lives now under a cloud. His was fortylsh and ecstatic. Tell me,
food was uneatable; coffee, ham and the cakewalk of Debussy, which he , wife in closing her book says: Mr. Spalding.' she purred. ‘Just what
eggs the whole time. The ham was called ‘Le Negre Blanc'. We often "Through all the tragic years there is your affinity with God!* Albert
sugared, and we could not swallow went over to see the other artists at have been only a few" who have never blinked an eye.
'Purely
It. We were offered a dreadful drink North Seel Harbor Harold Bauer provttl t0 be true friends of Nijinsky platonic Madame.' he replied. 'Purely
ice cream soda, and once Vaslav was played Bcrlabine a lot for Vaslav, who ln dlsaster as well as in his days of platonic!”
so brave that he even tried a drink also, at (he Schellings. took lessons glor>■ - shf names a few who have
called coca-cola, but this was his in flirting with ‘debs
Carlos per deepest gratitude, and among
JULY
The hobwhtte calls from the thicket.
first and last venture. Our trip took Salzedo. the young French harpist. them „ csrlos Salzedo
And the thrasher turns a note
us six days Instead of three Finally came over from Camden to visit us.
• • • •
To the tremolo of the cricket
Poised
on a yellow oak
Walter
Wlnchell
is
having
a
vaca

we arrived at Bar Harbor, one of the He and Vaslav were great friends and
Ripples of summer 'buckle
mast beautiful places In the world, planned future recitals, which, un tion. During his absence Julian
Their heat to the drifted hay.
And the locust blossoms chuckle
and, as the Cottenets and Dr Abbe fortunately. never materialized. They Seaman, music critic and composer, Over
their shadowed playjerry Evans
had houses there, we met with a played pisnks together, going down is “subbing' His column last Sun

A stupendous feat of memory’ was
shown by Hans von Bulow, famous
musical conductor, who knew by
heart every •'omiyosition of Bach,
Beethoven, Erel ms, Chopin. Liszt,
and Schumann.
• • • •

WILLIS AYER

CARL E. MORSE

★★★★

°f the **** kn°wn

business houses in
Rockland is the Jewelry establish
ment of C. E Morse. 344 Main street
This popular jeweler belongs to the
progressive set. Mr Morse has won
the esteem and confidence of his
customers because he stands for the
squarest kind of a square deal, from
the top to the bottom and all the
way through with the public. He has
a wide reputation as a "diamond ex
pert. " is a wide-awake business man.
It doesn't matter whether you come
into his store to buy a set of leads
for your pencil, or to buy a diamond
of the first water, you are treated
with the same kindly courtesy, which
makes you appreciate him and en
joy every visit you make to his estab
lishment. “Carl" started out in life
as a barefoot boy first at Warren.
Before enuring the Jewelry business
for himself, worked 23 years for the
late W M. Purington; firm he owns
has been established 65 years; you
can bet all the bamboo cane you
can get in Japan that lobsters is his
"top food;" he's not cold like a clam;
people turn to him, as flowers turn
to the sun—particular when pur
chasing diamonds; has cloklike
regularity in smoktng cigars; owned
second auto in Rockland and never
had an accident In past 31 years;
another high spot in his life is on
the water in a cabin cruiser; wins
this week's cake for being the best
diamond expert in this section, but
he doesn't eat cake so we will keep it
ourselves.................................
Phone 640-W and ask How many
years has he handled and judgpd dia
monds?
•
CONTINUED IN NEXT ISSUE
YOU MAY RE NEXT:
•
GRAND PRIZBM13.00
PRIZES GIVEN EACH ISSUE
FIRST PRIZE 12 00
SECOND PRIZE—11.00
RULES
Each issue there will appear differ
ent paragraphs in this paper bringing
out distinctive features of Rogkland
and vicinity institutions. There is a
question in each story. The person
sending in the most correct and neat
est answers to the questions will be
given merchandise awards from your
own home merchants each issue. In
case of a duplicate, award will be giv
en each tying contestant. Winners
and answers published one week from
date of story. The judges’ decision
will be final and incontestable.
Address Courier-Gazette Contest
Editor.
nx

Extra miles in every tankful
says.. .the Engineer in Every Gallon

Both Tydol and Tydol-Ethyl Gasolines contain top-cylinder oil
VEN the best motor doesn’t prodGce its

E

capacity mileage unless it gets proper
upper-cylinder lubrication. Oil-thirsty valves
stick. Pistons are slowed up by frictiondrag. Upper-cylinder walls become over
heated. The whole motor works harder and

Falls In Fertile
Soil, Insuring a

Bountiful Harvest

This lubricant goes to work and soon has
valves, upper-cylinder walls and pistons cool
and smooth-working as a clock. Tydol gives

That’s why there is blended in Tydol Gaso

you extra power, extra smoothness, extra
mileage.. .yet doesn’t cost a penny more than
ordinary gasolines.

line a special top-cylinder lubricant which

Tide Water Oil Company, 27 Main St, So. Portland, Me.

delivers less mileage than it should.

Seed Sown Here

is also a carbon-solvent (the "Engineer in
Every Gallon”).
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TYDOL GASOLINE
TRY TYDOL
MOTOR OIL
IN REFINERY
SEALED CANS
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